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Access Server AWS Deployment Guide 
 

1 Introduction 
This section provides an introduction to terms such as private network, public network, virtual 
private network (VPN), VPN Server, and VPN Clients. It then delves deeper into the OpenVPN 
Access Server, its functional architecture, use cases, and typical AWS deployment. 

1.1 What is a Virtual Private Network (VPN)? 
To understand the term Virtual Private Network, we first need to understand what a Private 
Network means. We are all well aware of the various services that we obtain from the Internet—
world wide web, internet radio, social networking, instant messaging, and other services—these 
services are meant for public consumption. The servers on the Internet offering these services are 
meant to be accessed by anyone and are on the public-facing side of the service. 

While these servers are meant to serve legitimate users, their exposure to the Internet means that 
these servers on the public network are open to probing and attacks from malicious users. These 
malicious users probe Internet-accessible servers for security weaknesses and exploit them to 
access sensitive information. 

The best way to protect sensitive data and applications is to restrict access to them over public 
networks such as the Internet. The networks that connect the infrastructure that house sensitive 
data are isolated from the Internet, to keep them secure, by using a range of IP addresses that are 
unreachable over the Internet. Security is strengthened by placing access restrictions on these 
networks so only specific traffic only from authorized external devices can get access. These 
isolated and access restricted networks are referred to as private networks. 

One can think of the security model of a private network as being similar to a castle protected by 
a deep and wide moat and drawbridges. The moat that isolates the castle from attack can be 
equated to the use of non-routable IP address ranges or use of firewalls, while the use of 
drawbridges to allow entry/exit can be thought of as strict access control applied to traffic and 
external devices. 

An enterprise can have a private network that connects all its IT infrastructure and employee’s 
computers to form a corporate intranet. This network allows for access to all internal IT services 
such as payroll, email, etc., at the enterprise’s main headquarters. As the enterprise grows, the 
private network may also need to be extended to additional branch offices. 
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To establish connectivity between offices for their private network while keeping the network 
separate from the Internet, dedicated data transport with leased telecommunication circuits are 
often used. The telecommunication services used to create this connectivity between locations 
are quite expensive and a more economical alternative was desired. 

With advances in cryptography, computing technology, and pervasiveness of the Internet, it 
became possible to encrypt data traffic and tunnel it over the Internet to a server located in the 
private network. The secure tunnel creates a virtual link that extends the private network over a 
public network. This kind of network that makes use of public networks to provide private 
network connectivity is called Virtual Private Network (VPN). 

 

A VPN can make use of one of many technologies such as Internet Protocol Security (IPsec), 
Transport Layer Security (SSL/TLS), Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS), to securely 
connect devices or networks, over public networks, in order to extend or form a private network. 

The same technology that is used to create virtual connectivity between networks can also be 
used to connect a user’s devices to a private network. A common use of VPNs is to provide 
remote employees secure access over the Internet to their company’s IT services. Employees use 
VPN clients installed on corporate laptops or mobile devices to connect to a VPN server that is 
present in the company’s private network. 

The remote access use case is not limited to access for employees. Any Internet-connected 
device can use a VPN to be a part of a private network. Devices can range from normal 
computing devices like laptops to specialized industrial sensors or consumer electronics like 
smart TVs. 

1.2 What is OpenVPN Access Server 
OpenVPN Access Server is a software application that performs the function of a VPN Server. A 
VPN Server is typically deployed in the DMZ or perimeter network of a private network and 
accepts incoming VPN connections from VPN Clients over the Internet and provides them access 
to resources on the private network. A VPN Client is software that is installed on devices such as 
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computers, smartphones, routers and other internet-connected devices that want to be a part of 
the private network that the VPN Server is installed on.  

1.2.1 OpenVPN Access Server Functional Architecture 

The key functions that OpenVPN Access Server performs are: 

OpenVPN protocol processing 

This is the core VPN processing operations associated with establishing and maintaining VPN 
tunnel using OpenVPN protocol, encrypting and decrypting traffic. 

Client Profile generation and storage 

In order to be able to make a connection from a device to an OpenVPN server, it is necessary to 
have an OpenVPN client program installed. If your OpenVPN client program is installed but has 
no instructions yet on what server to make a connection to, and how to do so, with which 
certificates and encryption ciphers and so on, it is at that point basically useless. It needs 
configuration in order to be able to do its job. With the OpenVPN programs, this configuration 
can be provided to the OpenVPN client program by giving it a text file that contains the 
necessary information which typically includes the client private and public certificates, the 
server’s public certificate, along with OpenVPN protocol directives. 

Access Server sets up a PKI service and generates the certificates needed for the profiles. These 
client certificates are stored locally in an SQLite database and can alternatively use an external 
SQL-like database. 

Authentication 

After the mutual certificate authentication, further authentication of the user’s identity can be 
carried out using PAM, LDAP, and RADIUS with an external identity server or a local database 
can be used for username/password authentication. 

Access Server also supports second-factor authentication using Time-based One-Time Password 
(TOTP). Support for Google Authenticator is built-in. 

Routing and Access Control 

Access Server can use Network Address Translation (NAT) for remote-access or client VPN role 
or act as a complete layer-3 router for site-to-site networking. By default, the OpenVPN Access 
Server gives VPN clients access to your private network by using the NAT method (Network 
Address Translation). Using this method, traffic originating from the VPN clients will appear to 
be coming from the local IP address of the Access Server. For that reason, routing is not 
necessary and is much easier to implement. However, one drawback of using such method is that 
traffic from the private network itself cannot directly access a VPN client as the NAT engine 
prevents such direct contact. In order to allow a VPN client to be directly addressable via the 
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private network, you will need to configure the Access Server to use the routing method instead 
of NAT. Once that is done, the source IP address of packets coming from the VPN clients is kept 
intact, and direct access from the private network to the VPN client subnet is then possible. 

On admission, a particular client can be restricted to access only specific destinations based on 
the Access Control Lists (ACL) configured at the global, group, and user levels. Linux iptables is 
used as a software firewall to provide limited access to users based on ACLs. 

Client software and client profile distribution 

In order for users to retrieve their connection profiles and VPN Client software, Access Server 
provides a User portal which is sometimes referred to as Client Web Server (CWS). After 
uername/password and optional MFA authentication, the user is presented with clients for 
macOS and Windows that is bundled with the profile and separate profile downloads. 

Configuration web portal 

A web portal for the Administrator to sign in and use to configure the various settings of Access 
Server. 
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1.2.2 OpenVPN Access Server Features 

• VPN protocol: Layer 3 VPN using OpenVPN protocol. OpenVPN protocol is our award-
winning open source de-facto standard VPN protocol. OpenVPN runs a custom security 
protocol based on TLS. TLS version 1.2 is used by default, version 1.3 is supported. 
OpenVPN can use either UDP or TCP to tunnel traffic. 

• VPN Clients: OpenVPN Clients free your users to choose their favorite device with 
support for Android, iOS, Linux, macOS, and Windows. 

• PKI: X.509 PKI is built-in, but can use external PKI as well. 

• Cryptographic Services: OpenSSL provides the core for secure communications and 
cryptography. The crypto suite can be customized to suit your needs, the default are AES-
256-CBC cipher for encryption, HMAC-SHA256 for authentication, Diffie-Hellman 
Group 14, and 2048-bit RSA key length. 

• Operating System: Ubuntu 18 

• Database: Supports MySQL (defaults to SQLite database) 

• Cross-platform Client Availability: Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, Android, Apple iOS 

• Client Configuration Capability: IP address, DNS servers, WINS server, split-tunneling, 
specific routes, client-side scripts 

• Ease of Client Deployment: Users can download customized and pre-configured clients 
for their device directly from Access Server’s User Portal. 

• Split-Tunneling: Full-tunnel and split-tunnel redirection are possible (all VPN client 
Internet traffic goes through the VPN tunnel or only specified traffic). 

• Management Tools: CLI, XML-RPC, and Administration web portal 

• Reporting & Logging: Detailed client access logs are searchable and viewable 

• Authentication Methods: Supports local user database, Pluggable Authentication 
Modules(PAM), LDAP, Secure LDAP, Active Directory, and RADIUS access to external 
directories. 

• Two-factor Authentication: Integrated with Google Authenticator. Extensible by plugins 
to support Duo MFA and other tokens 

• Access Control: ACL allows for rules to contain IP address, IP address ranges, protocol, 
and port 

• Access Control Levels:  Global, Group, and User 
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• Fault Tolerance: Multiple Access Servers can be configured to act as a single cluster. 
Thus, deployments can scale horizontally, as needed, depending on the volume of 
incoming connections. 

Clustering provides for active/active redundancy for fault-tolerant deployments.  

• Branding: Access Server portals can be branded with your logos 

• Licensing: Based on number of concurrent connected devices. BYOL and Tiered billing. 

1.3 OpenVPN Access Server Use Cases 
It’s important to note that due to the flexibility of computer networks and the OpenVPN Access 
Server product, there are many use-cases possible. The following example use-cases are not 
exhaustive, but they do showcase some of the possibilities. 

Most of the following use-cases for Access Server assume that you are going to install the 
product on a server you provide, either physical or virtual, on-premise or in the cloud. An 
example use-case is provided for adding a VPN to a virtual private cloud like AWS or Google. 

1.3.1 Secure Remote Access 

 

Securely access resources remotely 

Whether you have servers in your office, an off-site data center, or a cloud-based system 
containing all of your data, OpenVPN Access Server can provide secure access. In the diagram 
on the right, users on their desktop computers and mobile devices are using the OpenVPN client 
program to make a secure connection over the Internet to the OpenVPN Access Server. 
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Depending on how you configure the access control rules in the Access Server, users can then 
transparently access either all of the resources there or only specific systems or services. 

Detailed Use Case: Remote Access VPN 

1.3.2 Site-to-site connections to bring networks together 

 

Create site-to-site connections 

Using the client-server model in the OpenVPN Access Server it is possible to connect a Linux 
client system in one network to an OpenVPN Access Server in another network and use this 
connected client as a VPN concentrator or VPN client gateway system. Both terms mean to say 
that traffic from a whole network can go through the already established VPN tunnel between the 
client and the server and reach the other network. Traffic can pass in both directions which 
makes it possible to connect two networks together and makes accessing resources from one 
network on the other network transparent and easy. 

Detailed Use Case: Secure Site-to-Site Networking 

1.3.3 Multiple networks, subnets, gateways, and servers 
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Complex inter-connectivity is possible 

No matter how complex your existing setup is, the OpenVPN Access Server should integrate 
well. It is capable of sending specific IP addresses and ranges of traffic from a VPN client 
through the server. It can also send client Internet traffic through the VPN tunnel depending on 
what you configure. It can forward traffic coming in through the VPN tunnel intended for 
another subnet through the specified gateway server (handled in the OS routing table). It can be 
used to connect multiple different networks together in a site-to-site setup. Access Servers can be 
connected with each other to give access to resources or VPN clients. 

Basically, if it can be routed, the OpenVPN Access Server should be able to handle it. 

1.3.4 Secure Internet traffic or contact limited-access systems 

 

Optionally protect your Internet access 
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If OpenVPN Access Server is installed in a data center or cloud system, it can be used to secure 
your client devices’ Internet connection. If, for example, you are on a public network you might 
want to ensure that all your Internet traffic goes into a secure encrypted VPN tunnel and to your 
own Access Server. From there the traffic can continue to its destination, and responses are sent 
back via the same path. This way programs and people snooping on the network you’re on can 
only see encrypted packets of data that are useless to them. 

Another use-case for the type of setup shown in the diagram is the ability to have traffic from 
connected VPN clients appear to come from the public address of the OpenVPN Access Server 
itself. This is useful if you have a server on the Internet or in a datacenter that blocks all access 
except from a whitelist of specific IP addresses that do have access. You can have VPN clients 
connect to the Access Server and have it handle the traffic for only that limited access system. 
This traffic will then appear to be coming from the Access Server, which you can add to your 
whitelist. Any connected VPN client will then have access to this server in a secure manner. 

1.3.5 Secure Access to Cloud-Based Systems 

 

You can extend the benefits of an IaaS cloud provider to your VPN server by using one of our 
preconfigured solutions. You have the option to install OpenVPN Access Server via the 
following cloud providers: Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform, Oracle, 
DigitalOcean, and Microsoft Azure. 

2 Deploying Access Server 
2.1 Prerequisites and Requirements 
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Basic knowledge of IP network address and routing is required. IAM permissions to add routes 
to the VPC route table; add and modify security groups; assign IP addresses, create and manage 
EC2 instances are needed. For more information, see 
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/reference_policies.html 
 

2.2 Typical AWS Deployment 
Access Server can be deployed using the AWS Marketplace listing.  

2.2.1 Deployment Assets 

Deployment Assets after deployment using the AWS Marketplace listing is a new EC2 instance 
created using the AMI of the listing and an associated Security Group. The Security Group 
associated with the EC2 instance already has the appropriate incoming traffic rules for Access 
Server to function. More details about the installation and security group are covered in the 
Installation section. 

2.2.2 Recommended Deployment  

Access Server can provide VPN access to your VPC with just one instance. But, for a fault 
tolerant operation, we recommend at least one instance per Availability Zone. Depending on 
your fault tolerance requirements, you can have multiple instances of Access Server deployed 
across regions. For users to use the same credentials regardless of which Access Server they 
connect with, an external highly-available database should be used along with the Access Server 
Clustering feature.  
If a single instance is deployed and the database is not externalized, a local SQLite database is 
used by Access Server to save configuration and digital certificates used for VPN authentication. 
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MULTI-AZ DEPLOYMENT OF ACCESS SERVER 

2.3 Installation from AWS Marketplace 
AWS Marketplace has two kinds of listings for Access Server: Bring Your Own License 
(BYOL) listing and tiered instances. Tiered instances come bundled with a license for a fixed 
amount of VPN Connections. The only difference between the two is that for BYOL one needs 
to purchase an Activation Key from openvpn.net to activate the Access Server whereas for tiered 
instances activation is not needed. For tiered, charges will be automatically billed to your 
Amazon AWS account. Charges consist of software license costs for the tiered instances and the 
cost of running the instance on AWS EC2 itself. 

2.3.1 Installation of Access Server - BYOL 

The Amazon Web Services (AWS) EC2 appliance (AMI) is a 64-bit based appliance that is 
based on Ubuntu LTS (Long Term Support) you can quickly launch on your AWS EC2/VPC in 
order to quickly setup your VPN server on the web. To make it more convenient for you to 
deploy your server in the region closest to you, we currently offer the AMI in all of Amazon’s 
publicly available regions. 

If you are looking for the specific AMI ID for one of our images on Amazon AWS for 
automation purposes, you can find it by going to the AWS Marketplace and going through the 
launch options until you reach the point where you have to select a region to launch the instance. 
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The appropriate AMI ID will then be displayed to you and you can cancel the launch process 
then. 

2.3.1.1 Important notes about the BYOL licensing model 

The BYOL (Bring Your Own License) licensing model is one that relies on your purchasing a 
software license key separately from our openvpn.net website and activating it on your Access 
Server installation. This locks the key to the current hardware/software configuration on the 
instance in question. Making changes to the instance like imaging and relaunching it, or 
changing the instance type, or enabling auto-scaling, will result in the license key becoming 
invalid, requiring you to contact us for support on this. See our troubleshooting page regarding 
BYOL type license keys for more information on how to request a license key reissue or check 
the licensing state of your BYOL type key. If you expect to have to change instance virtual 
hardware type or use auto-scaling on Amazon then we urge you to use our Amazon AWS tiered 
instances instead. 

It’s also important to note here that when you launch the BYOL type AMI with the instructions 
given below, then you do not actually need to provide a license key. If you do not provide a 
license key, the Access Server goes into a type of demonstration mode where all functions are 
available without time limit, but only 2 simultaneous VPN connections can be made at a time. To 
unlock more connections, you need to purchase and activate a license key on your Access Server 
installation. 

Another licensing model we have available is the AWS tiered instance licensing model which is 
also available on Amazon AWS. We have a separate guide on how to launch an Amazon AWS 
EC2 tiered instance. The AWS tiered instance licensing type works without license keys and is 
licensed through Amazon’s systems and billed through there as well. It can survive changes to 
instance type and can autoscale. This is a suitable instance type if your IT security policy 
includes tearing down and rebuilding nodes regularly. 

2.3.1.2 Launching the AMI 

To get started, visit the Amazon Marketplace site by clicking . In the search bar that appears, 
enter OpenVPN Access Server, and press Enter.  At the top of the search results you will see 
one with no connected devices – this is the BYOL image.  Choose this one by clicking on the 
name. 
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Review the instance information on the page, select the region you would like the instance in and 
click Continue to launch the instance.  This page confirms that you are using the Bring Your 
Own License image below the region. 

 

For a simple launch process, follow the instructions below. 

 

Review the instance information on the page, select the region you would like the instance in and 
click Continue to launch the instance. 

2.3.1.3 Instance Launch Options 
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• Version: The default should launch the latest version available on Amazon Marketplace. 
It’s strongly recommended that you always run the latest version of the software to 
ensure that security and stability fixes are in place. 

• Region: Select the region you would like to launch your instance in. The default is US 
East (N. Virginia). 

• AWS EC2 Instance Type: Select the instance type you would like to use for your newly 
launched instance. The micro or small instances should be appropriate for most small 
workloads, however, you may want to change the instance type to a higher tier if a higher 
demand is to be expected. Note that some instance types are not available for use when 
launching into a AWS EC2 network. Please select a VPC network for all instance type 
availability. 

• VPC Settings: Select the VPC network or AWS EC2 network you would like to launch 
the instance in. 

• Security Group: Select the security group you would like to use for this instance. The 
seller settings contain all of the default ports you would need in order to configure and 
access your instance. If you are using a custom security group, please ensure that all of 
the ports are listed properly so access can be granted appropriately. 

• TCP 22 – SSH, used to remotely administrate your appliance. It is recommended that 
you restrict this port to trusted IP addresses. If you do not want to do this, leave the 
source as 0.0.0.0/0. To restrict ports to a specific subnet, enter the port number, then the 
subnet in CIDR notation (e.g. 12.34.56.0/24). For single IP addresses, /32 will need to be 
appended at the end (e.g. 22.33.44.55/32 for IP address 22.33.44.55). 

• TCP 943 – The port number used by the Admin Web UI. By default, the Admin Web UI 
is also served on port 443. For security reasons, you can turn this setting off and restrict 
the Admin Web UI port to trusted IP addresses only. 

• TCP 945 – The port number used by the clustering feature. If you don’t use this feature, 
you don’t need this port open. If you do, then contact should be made possible between 
the cluster nodes on their public addresses. 

• TCP 443 – HTTPS, used by OpenVPN Access Server for the Client Web Server. This is 
the interface used by your users to log on to the VPN server and retrieve their keying and 
installation information. It is recommended that you leave this open to the world (i.e. 
leaving the source as 0.0.0.0/0). The OpenVPN Admin Web UI by default is also enabled 
on this port, although this can be turned off in the settings. In multi-daemon mode, the 
OpenVPN TCP daemon shares this port alongside with the Client Web Server, and your 
clients will initiate TCP based VPN sessions under this port number. 

• UDP 1194 – OpenVPN UDP port, used by your clients to initiate UDP based VPN 
sessions to the VPN server. This is the preferred way for your clients to communicate and 
this port should be open to all of your clients. You may change this port number in the 
settings to a non-standard port in the Admin Web UI if desired. 

After verifying the instance pricing details, click the Launch with 1-Click  button to initiate the 
launching process. The following dialog should appear. You should then be able to access the 
instance on the AWS EC2 console. 
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Important: The Access Software link in the software subscription portal will not work until the 
setup wizard is complete. Please see instructions towards the end of this guide for setup wizard 
instructions. If the instance was manually launched from the AWS EC2 console with user data 
information, the setup wizard will be automatically complete upon instance instantiation. 

  

To confirm that the instance has successfully launched, watch the Instances section for status. 
You should see the newly created instance with the same security group and AMI ID you have 
selected previously. 

Although not strictly necessary, you should allocate a static IP address for your appliance so the 
IP address can be reclaimed in case of machine failure/shutdown/reboot. To do so, visit the 
Elastic IPs section in the left navigation panel. 
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Click the Allocate New Address button. 

 

Select the IP address type you would like to allocate. This should match the type of instance you 
have launched previously. Afterward, click the Yes, Allocate button. 

 

Right click the IP address that was created, and then click Associate Address. 
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Select the instance ID this IP address should be associated to. The instance ID can be found in 
the Instances section, and right next to the instance name. In our case, our instance name is i-
99a04ffe. 

 

2.3.1.4 Connecting to the new Instance 

Once your new AMI is successfully launched, you will need to SSH into the console using a 
SSH client software and the private key pair you have used/created previously. 
In this section, we will cover the most common case for users using the Windows operating 
system, and the PuTTY SSH client. If you have a different configuration, please follow 
Amazon’s specific instructions on how to connect to your instance. 

If you have not done so already, download the PuTTY and the PuTTYgen tools from this page: 
http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/download.html 

Launch the PuTTYgen tool. click Conversions -> Import Key. Select the key file you have 
previously used or generated, and click Open. 
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After PuTTYgen has successfully loaded your key file, click the Save Private Key button, and 
save the private key to a safe place. (You may want to protect your private key with a 
passphrase, although this is not strictly necessary.) 

 

The PuTTYgen tool will no longer be needed at this point. To continue, open the PuTTY client 
you have downloaded earlier. 

In the Host name (or IP address) section, enter the static IP address you have allocated 
previously. In our case, this is 23.21.108.51. 

 

Then, on the left navigation panel, navigate to SSH->Auth. 
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Under the Private key file for authentication: section, click Browse… and select the private 
key file that PuTTYgen has generated in the previous step. 

 

To connect to the server, simply click the Open button. However, to simplify the process in the 
future, you may want to save these settings as a profile. To do so, return to the Session category 
on the top, select a name for your session under the Saved Sessions box, and then click the Save 
button. The settings then can be loaded back by double clicking the profile, or by selecting the 
profile, and then clicking the Load button. 

Upon connecting, you will receive a warning that PuTTY has not seen this server before. It is 
safe to simply click Yes on this dialog. 
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When prompted, login as openvpnas, and then press Enter. (NOTE: If you are using previous 
versions of our appliance, the username used is root instead of openvpnas) 

If the private key you have specified was correct, you should now be logged in and the 
OpenVPN Access Server Setup Wizard should now be started. Follow the instructions below 
to begin configuring your server. 
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2.3.1.5 Running the Access Server Setup Wizard 

(required, if no Amazon user-data was specified) 

The OpenVPN Access Server Setup Wizard runs automatically upon your initial login to the 
appliance. If you would like to run this wizard again in the future, issue the sudo ovpn-init –ec2 
command in the terminal. 

Read through the EULA, and enter yes to indicate your agreement. 

> Will this be the primary Access Server node? 
Explanation: If this is your initial Access Server node, press Enter to accept the default setting. 
Otherwise, if you are setting up your failover node, change this to say no. 

> Please specify the network interface and IP address to be used by the Admin Web UI: 
Explanation: This will be the interface where OpenVPN Access Server will listen to Admin 
Web UI requests. Make sure you have access to the interface listed otherwise you will be unable 
to login to your server. If you are uncertain on what interface to use, select option 1 for all 
interfaces. Do note that if your network did not assign your appliance a DHCP lease or if you are 
planning to use a static IP for your server, you will need to specify all interfaces here and follow 
the instructions for assigning a Static IP in the later section of this article. This option may be 
changed any time after the completion of the wizard in the Web Admin UI. 

> Please specify the port number for the Admin Web UI. 
Explanation: This is the port you will use to access the web-based administration area. It is 
usually safe to leave this at the default port unless customization is desired. 

> Please specify the TCP port number for the OpenVPN Daemon 
Explanation: This is the port clients will use to connect to your VPN server. This port will have 
to be forwarded to the Internet if your server is behind a NAT-based router. By default, the web-
based administration area also runs on this port for your convenience, although this setting can 
be disabled in the Admin Web UI interface. 

> Should client traffic be routed by default through the VPN? 
Explanation: If you only have a small network you would like your remote users to connect 
to over the VPN, select no. Otherwise, if you would like everything to go through the VPN while 
the user is connected (especially useful if you want to secure data communications over an 
insecure link), select yes for this option. 

> Should client DNS traffic be routed by default through the VPN? 
Explanation: If you would like your VPN clients to able to resolve local domain names using an 
on-site DNS server, select yes for this option. Otherwise, select no. Do note that if you selected 
yes for the previous option, all traffic will be routed over the VPN regardless what you set for 
this option here. 
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> Use local authentication via internal DB? 
Explanation: If you would like OpenVPN Access Server to keep an internal authentication 
database for authenticating your users, select yes for this option. When this option is turned on, 
you will be able to define and/or change username and passwords within the Admin Web UI. If 
you select no for this option, Linux PAM authentication will be used and you will need to 
add/change/delete users within the Linux operating system itself. If you would like to use LDAP 
or RADIUS as your authentication method, you will need to change this after you login to the 
Web Admin UI. 

> Should private subnets be accessible to clients by default? 
Explanation: This option defines the default security setting of your OpenVPN Access Server. 
When Should client traffic be routed by default through the VPN? is set to no, it defines the 
list of subnets that your VPN clients are able to access. You are able to add more entries to this 
list once you login to the Admin Web UI area. This option will have no effect if Should client 
traffic be routed by default through the VPN? is set to yes. 

> Do you wish to login to the Admin UI as “openvpn"? 
Explanation: This defines the initial username in which you would use to login to the Access 
Server Admin UI area. This username will also serve as your “lockout" administrator username 
shall you ever lock yourself out of your own server. If you would like to specify your own 
username, select no. Otherwise, accept yes for the default. 
> > Specify the username for an existing user or for the new user account: 
Explanation: Enter the initial username you would like to use instead of the default ‘openvpn‘. 
> Type the password for the ‘user’ account: 
> Confirm the password for the ‘user’ account: 
Explanation: Specify the password you would like to use for the account. 

> > Please specify your OpenVPN-AS license key (or leave blank to specify later): 
Explanation: If you have purchased a license key for your OpenVPN Access Server software, 
enter it here. Otherwise, leave it blank. OpenVPN Access Server includes two free licenses for 
testing purposes. 

After you complete the setup wizard, you can access the Admin Web UI area to configure 
other aspects of your VPN. Please note that as Amazon does not reveal the elastic/external IP 
inside the machine, the links displayed within the setup wizard will not work in accessing the 
web interfaces. For this reason, you will need to replace the internal IP address with the 
external IP that Amazon has given you. As mentioned previously, you will be able to access 
the Admin Web UI on both the VPN port and the Admin port unless you disable this behavior 
in the Admin Web UI. 

Note: If you selected yes to the Do you wish to login to the Admin UI as “openvpn"? option 
in the setup wizard, you will need to define the password for this account by running: 
sudo passwd openvpn 
and press Enter. 

2.3.1.6 Changing the default hostname 
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If you did not assign an elastic IP prior to launching the instance, or you have a custom hostname 
you would like to use, you will need to login to the Web Admin UI and configure the 
Hostname parameter manually (inside the Server Settings section). You may either use an IP 
address or a hostname here, although it is strongly recommended that you use a hostname since 
your clients will depend on this setting to be able to know where to connect to, and updating a 
DNS record is much easier than reinstalling all clients to update the IP address they need to 
connect to. Also, SSL certificates require a proper FQDN hostname in order to function properly. 

Note: If you leave this setting as the default, NONE of your clients will be able to connect to 
your VPN server since by default it is set to a non-routable (private) IP address! 

2.3.1.7 Changing default timezone 

The default timezone is set to US (Pacific – Los Angeles). If you reside at another timezone and 
you would like to change this setting, run the following command (you will be asked what 
timezone you would like to set): 

sudo dpkg-reconfigure tzdata 

The system will show the new local time after this setting is configured. 

2.3.1.8 Installing NTP Client 

This is recommended for all situations but especially for people that want to use Google 
Authenticator. 

apt-get install ntp 

2.3.1.9 Disabling Source/Dest Checking (Recommended) 

If your VPN setup consists of a site-to-site setup between your cloud instances and your 
machines on-premises, you will need to disable source destination check protection on Amazon, 
otherwise routing will not function properly. To do this, right click on the VPN instance, 
select Change Source/Dest. Check and make sure the status is Disabled. This setting must also 
be used if for for example want traffic from your VPC to go directly to the IP addresses of your 
VPN clients in the VPN client subnet or this security feature will block the traffic. 

2.3.1.10 Setup static routes 

By default, the OpenVPN Access Server gives VPN clients access to your VPC by using the 
NAT method (Network Address Translation). Using this method, traffic originating from the 
VPN clients will appear to be coming from the local IP address of the Access Server. For that 
reason, routing is not necessary and is much easier to implement. However, one drawback of 
using such method is that traffic from the VPC itself cannot directly access a VPN client as the 
NAT engine prevents such direct contact. In order to allow a VPN client to be directly 
addressable via the VPC, you will need to configure the Access Server to use the routing method 
instead of NAT. Once that is done, the source IP address of packets coming from the VPN 
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clients is kept intact, and direct access from the VPC network to the VPN client subnet is then 
possible. However, because the VPC does not automatically recognize the VPN subnet within 
the VPN instance, it does not know how to send the return traffic back to the instance. To correct 
this problem, you will need to add a static route in the Amazon routing table for your VPC so 
that the return traffic flows properly. To learn how to do this see this document on Amazon AWS 
VPC routing: 
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonVPC/latest/UserGuide/VPC_Route_Tables.html 

2.4 Using an external database 
2.4.1 Change database backend to MySQL or Amazon RDS 

OpenVPN Access Server does not have to use the SQLite3 database files it uses by default. It 
can also use a database backend such as an MySQL or MariaDB server, or Amazon RDS. You 
can for example keep the logging database in a MySQL database while storing configuration, 
certificates and user properties on local SQLite3 databases. Any combination of storing locally 
or remotely in a database backend is possible. It should be worth noting however that there is no 
caching happening on the Access Server side of things. This means that while the connection 
between the Access Server and the remote database backend is interrupted you cannot connect to 
the OpenVPN Access Server. If you are going to implement this we recommend that the 
database server is either running locally on the system that the Access Server itself is on (and 
maybe use database replication), or that you run the connection between the Access Server and 
the database server on a reliable internal network and not over a far reaching Internet connection. 

Using a shared database for the certificates it is for example possible for multiple OpenVPN 
Access Server nodes to accept the same certificates for incoming client connections. This does 
however require that each server has a copy of the same server keys stored in the config.db file. 
But you should not have servers share the configuration database itself if you want them to have 
different settings like different global VPN subnets. You could for example place an initial copy 
of the config.db SQLite3 database file on a new Access Server node, and then set it up to use the 
local SQLite3 config database, but use the shared user properties database on the MySQL 
database backend, so that it can share those client certificates with other Access Servers. For 
authentication you could use local authentication and share the user properties database, or you 
could use for example LDAP or RADIUS as an external shared credentials and authentication 
system and keep user properties separate per server by sticking with local userprop.db SQLite3 
database files for each server. Running multiple Access Server nodes has some interesting 
possibilities but also some pitfalls. In this page however we are concentrating on the procedure 
of converting the database files to an RDS cluster on Amazon. The procedure is pretty much the 
same for MySQL and MariaDB as well; it all uses MySQL compatible protocol. 

You will need at minimum mysql-client package installed on your system, and in some 
cases libmysqlclient-dev as well. 

In this example we've setup an RDS cluster on Amazon AWS and our connection address 
is auroratest-cluster.cluster-ctqs9e0kxora.us-east-1.rds.amazonaws.com:3306. As usual for 
all our command line tools documentation we are assuming you are logged on as root user and 
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are in the /usr/local/openvpn_as/scripts/ folder. We also always assume the default port 3306. 
If another port is used you can however configure it in the .my.cnf file below. 

Open /etc/.my.cnf in the nano text editor: 

nano /etc/.my.cnf 

Add this text, and adjust the user name and password to the ones you've configured: 

[client] 
user=<MYSQL_USER_NAME> 
password=<MYSQL_PASSWORD> 
port=3306 

If your username or password contains some strange characters, make sure to add quotes around 
it. 

Press ctrl+x, then press y, and then press enter, to save and exit the file. 

Set file permissions so only root can access it: 

chmod go-rwx /etc/.my.cnf 

Add a symbolic link so the root user can use the mysql command line tool without entering 
credentials: 

ln -s /etc/.my.cnf /root/.my.cnf 

Next, connect to the RDS instance with MySQL command line tool: 

mysql -h auroratest-cluster.cluster-ctqs9e0kxora.us-east-1.rds.amazonaws.com 

And use the MySQL command line prompt to create the databases: 

mysql> create database as_certs; 
Query OK, 1 row affected (0.01 sec) 
mysql> create database as_config; 
Query OK, 1 row affected (0.01 sec) 
mysql> create database as_log; 
Query OK, 1 row affected (0.01 sec) 
mysql> create database as_userprop; 
Query OK, 1 row affected (0.01 sec) 

Make sure the web certificates are stored in the certificates database: 

./sacli --import GetActiveWebCerts 

Stop the Access Server service before converting the databases to the database backend: 
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service openvpnas stop 

Convert the databases you want to convert using the commands below (you don't have to convert 
them all): 

export SERVER=auroratest-cluster.cluster-ctqs9e0kxora.us-east-
1.rds.amazonaws.com 
./dbcvt -t config -s sqlite:////usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/db/config.db -d 
mysql://$SERVER/as_config 
./dbcvt -t certs -s sqlite:////usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/db/certs.db -d 
mysql://$SERVER/as_certs 
./dbcvt -t user_prop -s sqlite:////usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/db/userprop.db -d 
mysql://$SERVER/as_userprop 
./dbcvt -t log -s sqlite:////usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/db/log.db -d 
mysql://$SERVER/as_log 
unset SERVER 

if during this step you see an error message like: 

error opening DB mysql://server/database: libmysq lclient.so.20: cannot open 
shared object file: No such file or directory 

Then you may need to install the libmysqlclient-dev package on your system, and try again. 
Modify the as.conf file to tell it where to look for each database (you don't have to move them 
all to the database backend): 

nano /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/as.conf 

Look for the lines starting with config_db, user_prop_db, certs_db, and log_db. Adjust them 
accordingly: 

config_db=mysql://auroratest-cluster.cluster-ctqs9e0kxora.us-east-
1.rds.amazonaws.com/as_config 
user_prop_db=mysql://auroratest-cluster.cluster-ctqs9e0kxora.us-east-
1.rds.amazonaws.com/as_userprop 
log_db=mysql://auroratest-cluster.cluster-ctqs9e0kxora.us-east-
1.rds.amazonaws.com/as_log 
certs_db=mysql://auroratest-cluster.cluster-ctqs9e0kxora.us-east-
1.rds.amazonaws.com/as_certs 

Press ctrl+x, then press y, and then press enter, to save and exit the file. 
Finally, restart the OpenVPN Access Server: 

service openvpnas start 

The OpenVPN Access Server should now come back online and function with the configured 
database backend options instead. You can confirm by for example moving the SQLite3 database 
files you are no longer using out of the /etc/db folder to another location and restarting the 
Access Server service. If it comes back up fine then obviously it is not using those files anymore. 
If you are having problems getting the Access Server to start you can change your settings back 
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or take a close look at the /var/log/openvpnas.log file to determine what is going on exactly. 
Usually, any error messages are clearly visible there. 

2.5 High Availability Cluster Configuration 
A feature newly introduced in Access Server since the official release 2.7.4 is the ability to create 
a cluster of Access Servers for the purpose of high availability and increased load capacity. Such 
a cluster is an answer to the requirement that our customers have expressed for a high-
availability solution and it also provides the ability to spread the load across multiple servers.  

A single OpenVPN Access Server contains everything it needs to offer its services to connecting 
VPN clients. All the user credentials, certificates, services, and access rules, can all be present on 
one Access Server. This is also a single point of failure. To resolve this use the cluster feature. 

In the cluster feature, we separate the storage of certificates and credentials from the OpenVPN 
service daemons. Our cluster solution allows you to use a MySQL type database system 
(MySQL, MariaDB, Amazon RDS, for example) to store all the configuration of the Access 
Server. These database systems can be single servers or clusters with high-availability. Amazon 
RDS for example can offer a fault-tolerant solution that automatically switches over to a backup 
server if the primary server fails, and is the recommended solution at this time. Multiple Access 
Servers in clustering mode can attach to such a central database and offer VPN services. A DNS-
based round-robin system can ensure that VPN clients will have a single address to connect to, 
like vpn.example.com, and this resolves at random to any of the nodes in your cluster setup. A 
VPN will try these different servers in semi-random order. If an OpenVPN Access Server server 
fails, it will lead to a temporary connection failure for the connected client, until the client 
automatically tries to reconnect, and then ends up connecting to one of the other servers in the 
cluster. The failed server could then either be repaired, or it can be removed from the DNS 
records and a new Access Server could be setup, attached to the cluster, and then added to the 
round-robin DNS record to replace the failed node. 

2.5.1.1 Before you begin 

If you intend to upgrade an existing Access Server installation to the new cluster-ready version, 
then backup your settings first. You can use the backup commands on the command line found 
here to make a complete backup of the settings on your Access Server installation safely without 
having to stop operations on your server. If you’ve never made a backup before, now would be a 
good time to remind you that it would be a good idea to set up an automated backup plan. The 
information stored in the Access Server is unique and cannot be replaced, unless you wish to 
reinstall all your existing clients. Backups can prevent that scenario. 

2.5.1.2 Setting up Amazon RDS 

The cluster function requires that you migrate your settings to a MySQL type database such as 
MySQL, MariaDB, or Amazon RDS. In theory, as long as it is a MySQL 5.6 or higher 
compatible system, it should work. Amazon Aurora available as an engine for an Amazon RDS 
database is such a compatible system. With previous Access Server releases, the conversion from 
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SQLite3 local storage to a MySQL type system was already possible, and back then it had to be 
done on the command line manually. We now have a conversion tool built right into the Admin 
UI to handle that part. You do still need to have some database client support software installed 
for the connection to be made, and you do need to still set up the new database system yourself 
first. In our guide we are going to be assuming a situation where Amazon RDS is used, so this 
means we’re doing this cluster setup on Amazon AWS, but a MySQL or MariaDB setup can also 
be used for the database storage, and that means it’s not tied to Amazon AWS. To eliminate a 
single point of failure we do advise using a fault-tolerant setup for the database system, whatever 
solution you choose to use. 

The conversion process from local SQLite3 to MySQL type database system currently has few 
safety checks in place. What this means is that if you convert an Access Server configuration to 
MySQL type database system, and then repeat that same act again from another Access Server, 
you will likely wipe the original settings, and the latest converted settings will be the only valid 
settings. So please do not repeat a database conversion to the same target MySQL database 
system. We will improve this behavior in future releases. 

It is important to note here that you are not required to use Amazon RDS, but it is recommended, 
since it is fault-tolerant. Another MySQL or MariaDB system also works, and this also means 
you are not tied to Amazon AWS. We just assume this is the easiest setup for our customers and 
serves as a general guide on how to set up an OpenVPN Access Server cluster. The term cluster 
is also used in database systems that are fault-tolerant. Please do not confuse a database cluster 
setup with an Access Server cluster setup, they are two different things. You need both a cluster 
database setup and an Access Server cluster setup with multiple nodes to be fully fault-tolerant. 

• Log on to the Amazon AWS console. 
• Under Services look under the Database header for the RDS option (Managed Relational 

Database Service). 
• Click Create database and select the engine of choice: Amazon Aurora, MySQL, or 

MariaDB. 
• Default options are usually fine here, click the Next button to continue. 
• Specify instance size and fault-tolerance settings – this depends entirely on how heavily 

you intend to use the system. 
• Specify the DB instance identifier, the Master username, and the Master password 

(twice). 
• Take note of the username and password as you will need them later, and click the Next 

button to continue. 
• Select which VPC and subnet this should be launched on. You can choose if it should be 

publicly reachable or not. 
• It is not necessary to create a default database here. Review the other settings to set them 

as you prefer, defaults are usually fine. 
• Complete the launch and then find your new Amazon RDS database in the Instances 

or Clusters overview. 
• Wait until the status shows that it is Available before attempting to use it. 
• Find the Cluster endpoint if you are using a cluster, or just the instance’s Endpoint 

when it’s just an instance. 
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• Take note of the endpoint name, you will need it together with the Master username 
and the Master password later. 

This should result in an Amazon RDS instance or cluster that is still empty right now, but is 
capable of storing database information. A logical next step is to install one OpenVPN Access 
Server from scratch, or take an existing Access Server setup, and updating it to the latest official 
OpenVPN Access Server release available on our software packages download page. Then the 
required MySQL client software can be installed, and a connection to this RDS system can be 
setup and tested. You are then ready to convert the database from local SQLite3 storage to the 
Amazon RDS database, and the cluster function can then be enabled, and additional Access 
Server nodes added. 

Please keep in mind that Amazon RDS databases are protected by security groups. These are an 
Amazon specific security system that functions like a firewall. It is therefore necessary to adjust 
the security group settings so that your Access Server nodes that you intend to connect to this 
Amazon RDS database can actually reach this database. 
Our example RDS database has these 3 important items that we will need later: 

• Endpoint: astest-cluster.cluster-cw1zos4nytdr.us-west-1.rds.amazonaws.com 
• Master username: adminuser 
• Master password: Fw4MjHs5KPjScCkz7Yxyp5YKNh 

(this is just some made-up example) 

2.5.1.3 Initial setup of first Access Server cluster node 

At this moment, version 2.7.4 which contains the clustering functionality, is available on our 
website as software package but we also offer images for, ESXi, HyperV, Microsoft Azure, 
Google Cloud Platform, and DigitalOcean. Amazon AWS version 2.7.4 is on its way and is 
expected to go live in August 2019. If you want to use it on AWS now, you can deploy version 
2.6.1 and update it to 2.7.4 with the software package on our website. 

Our images are based on Ubuntu18 x64. You may also choose to set up your own Linux system 
from scratch. The available installation options are listed here: 

• OpenVPN Access Server installations options 

When you choose to use an existing Access Server that you are already using now, and that 
already has users and settings configured, you can upgrade it to the latest version with the 
instructions below, and the licenses and users and settings will all be retained. As mentioned 
earlier we do advise making a backup first. The new version of Access Server with version 
number 2.7.4 comes with a new optional cluster feature added that does not necessarily have to 
be used. But in this guide of course we are going to explain how to enable and use that feature. 

If the image you have launched is not version 2.7.4, or you install our software on your own self-
installed OS, then in order to upgrade the Access Server to this new release, you will need to 
download the Access Server package from the page above and place it somewhere on the 
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intended server host. You can do this via a roundabout way by using your desktop computer to 
download the installation package from our website, and then uploading it using a tool such as 
SCP or WinSCP. But an easier method is to use wget, which is a tool designed to retrieve files 
directly from the Internet and save it directly on the file system of the Linux operating system 
where you are upgrading the OpenVPN Access Server program. 

You can right-click the download link and select “Copy Link Address" or “Copy target" or such. 
The exact wording depends on the browser used. The goal is having the link to the installation 
package in your copy/paste buffer. Next go to the Linux server where you want to install the 
OpenVPN Access Server program and use wget to download the installation package file 
directly to the server. 

Type wget followed by the pasted URL: 

wget <paste copied url> 

For example for Ubuntu 18 x64 installation package: 

wget https://openvpn.net/downloads/openvpn-as-latest-ubuntu18.amd_64.deb 

Note: if you get a certificate mismatch warning we suggest you use the –no-check-certificate flag 
to force the download. 

Optional step for advanced users: You can compare the downloaded file with the SHA256sum 
hash mentioned on the software package overview page. Use command line “sha256sum 
openvpn-as-x.x.x-Ubuntu18.amd64.deb" to generate the hash, and compare it to what is listed on 
the site. If they match you can be certain that you have the right file and it has downloaded 
correctly. 

Now that the installation package file is downloaded to your system you can perform the upgrade 
with the following command: 

Upgrade installation package on Debian/Ubuntu system: 

dpkg -i openvpn-as-latest-Ubuntu18.amd64.deb 

Upgrade installation package on RedHat/CentOS/Fedora system: 

rpm -Uvh openvpn-as-latest-CentOS7.x86_64.rpm 

The upgrade process should then commence and finish. Afterwards you should reboot: 

reboot 

You should now have an Access Server that runs our latest release version, and you should be 
able to log in to the new Admin UI and see the new functions in the menu for clustering. 
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2.5.1.4 Firewall configuration – ports to open 

These are the ports that need to be open. Most of the cloud images and appliances we offer have 
these ports open already by default. Amazon AWS is an exception, port 945 isn’t open by default 
there, so this may need to be opened in the security group settings. 

These ports mentioned below assume standard configuration. If you know you have changed 
your ports then please adjust as necessary. 

• TCP 22 – for SSH access 
• TCP 443 – for web interface access, and OpenVPN TCP connections 
• TCP 943 – for web interface access 
• TCP 945 – for cluster control channel  <- this port is new and might not be open on 

existing installations yet, so be sure to open it. 
• UDP 1194 – for OpenVPN UDP connections 

2.5.1.5 Configure and test database server connection 

From the steps in the section about setting up Amazon RDS we will take the endpoint name, 
the Master username, and the Master password, and use them to test if this connection works. 
When access Server can make a connection to the database, you can continue with the steps to 
setup a new cluster. To reiterate, these are the example settings we are using in this guide: 

• Endpoint: astest-cluster.cluster-cw1zos4nytdr.us-west-1.rds.amazonaws.com 
• Master username: adminuser 
• Master password: Fw4MjHs5KPjScCkz7Yxyp5YKNh 

(this is just a made-up 

As usual for all our command line tools documentation we are assuming you are logged on 
as root user and are in the /usr/local/openvpn_as/scripts/ folder. These instructions are for 
Ubuntu/Debian but by replacing apt-get with yum you should be able to achieve the correct 
results on CentOS and Red Hat. 

Install the required software: 

apt-get update 
apt-get install mysql-client libmysqlclient-dev 

Next, connect to the RDS instance with MySQL command line tool: 

mysql -h astest-cluster.cluster-cw1zos4nytdr.us-west-1.rds.amazonaws.com -u 
adminuser -p 

When asked for a password, provide the Master password. 
You should be seeing a message like this, and you can exit with the exit command: 

Welcome to the MySQL monitor. Commands end with ; or \g. 
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Your MySQL connection id is 13 
Type 'help;' or '\h' for help. Type '\c' to clear the current input 
statement. 
mysql> exit 
Bye 

This system is now able to make a successful connection to the Amazon RDS database. You can 
now proceed to the next step. 

2.5.1.6 Setup a new cluster 

Log on to the Admin UI of the Access Server, and go to Configuration and then go to Cluster. 
You will see a page where you can select to Setup a New Cluster. For our initial Access Server 
node, this is what we’ll choose. For any future nodes you want to add to an existing cluster setup, 
you can choose Join existing cluster instead. 

Note: there is a check in Access Server that tries to verify that the required MySQL library is 
installed in the operating system. On Ubuntu systems this is called libmyselfclient-dev and can 
be installed with the following command: 

apt-get install mysql-client libmysqlclient-dev 

If you see that this check fails with the message “AS has detected that MySQL Client is not 
installed on this machine" and doesn’t let you continue, but you’re sure the required libraries are 
installed, you can override this check by adding this line into the file as.conf and restarting the 
Access Server and trying again. To do this follow the steps below: 

Open as.conf in nano text editor: 

nano /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/as.conf 

At the bottom add this: 

OVERRIDE_LIBMYSQLCLIENT_ASSERT=1 

Press ctrl+x and press enter to save settings and exit the file. 

Then restart the Access Server service: 

service openvpnas restart 

And try again. 

If your database backend is on MySQL already, then you can just click Save to confirm that you 
want to convert your current Access Server node to a cluster node. It will then restart and you’re 
ready to start using your cluster setup. However, if your database backend is the default SQLite3, 
and not yet on the MySQL type database system, then you will see additional fields where you 
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can enter the following information to do the conversion to MySQL type database. In the 
following steps we will assume you have yet to convert to a MySQL type database. 

During this step of setting up a new cluster, any existing user certificates and settings will be 
converted and placed into the cluster configuration. This conversion can only be done once, so 
it’s not possible to repeat this to combine multiple different Access Servers into one cluster. The 
first Access Server you use to setup a cluster will be the master data set and any Access Server 
nodes that you add to the cluster later on will use that master data set, and changes made 
afterward to user configurations in a cluster will apply for all the nodes in the cluster. 

• MySQL Username: enter the Master username here. 
• MySQL Password: enter the Master password here. 
• Hostname or IP: enter the endpoint name here. 
• MySQL port: the default is port 3306. 

Press the Save button to convert the local SQLite3 databases to the new MySQL type databases. 
The Access Server will now take a short while to convert things. If your user base is very large, 
it may take some time for this to complete fully. Once it is done, a restart of the Access Server 
will be done automatically. Once ready you will be back at the Admin UI login prompt, 
and you’re ready to start using your cluster setup. 

2.5.1.7 Round robin DNS 

We advise that this cluster setup is used in combination with a round robin DNS record. This is 
basically a DNS name like vpn.yourcompany.com that contains multiple A records. Each A 
record points to one of the servers in your cluster. When a client connects, it will resolve to one 
of those nodes, and connect to it. If that node becomes unavailable for whatever reason, it will 
try the next node automatically. We have made adjustments in the server and the client software 
to accommodate automatic switching to the next available server node. If a node becomes 
defunct, you can remove it from the DNS record. We advise that you keep the TTL on such 
records low, so that it picks up on changes to the DNS records more quickly. 

The web interface of the Access Server has an option in the cluster section to have new nodes 
that join the cluster automatically configure themselves to provide client connection profiles with 
that cluster-wide round robin DNS name, and also an option to set a single round-robin DNS 
name on all nodes currently in the cluster setup in one go. It is necessary for each individual 
node to know about this round robin DNS name, because each node individually is capable of 
generating client connection profiles, and these contain the connection endpoint address that a 
VPN client will need to know to start a connection. If it points to only a particular node (with a 
non round robin hostname or IP address) in the cluster, then when that node goes down, clients 
will not be able to establish a connection with the other nodes, as they will try to connect to this 
particular node (with non Round Robin hostname or IP address) only. This is why round robin 
DNS is recommended for this type of setup. 

2.5.1.8 Fault detection and avoidance 
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AWS Route 53 can be used to implement DNS round-robin to the Access Server nodes in a 
cluster. Route 53 health checks as documented in 
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/Route53/latest/DeveloperGuide/dns-failover-simple-configs.html 
can be used to check the health of Access Server nodes. An HTTPS check to the admin portal of 
Access Server nodes in the cluster will detect AZ, instance and application fault. 

2.5.1.9 Adding more nodes to the cluster 

You can set up a new Access Server and install the latest Access Server build on it, and log on 
the Admin UI. Then you go to Cluster and you select Join existing cluster. You can then enter 
the database connection details and join the cluster. It is important to note that if this is an Access 
Server with existing users and configuration, then this node that you are adding will be wiped 
clean (but backups are made automatically just in case) and will get its user certificates and other 
information from the cluster instead. 

3 Security 
Always follow AWS best security practices 
https://d0.awsstatic.com/whitepapers/Security/AWS_Security_Best_Practices.pdf 
digital certificates and critical configuration are protected and only available for access with root 
system permission. It is important to secure root account. Any use passwords are encrypted and 
stored. Remember to audit security configurations, 
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/aws-security-audit-guide.html 
 

3.1 Secure the root user account 
When you deploy one of our appliances for ESXi or HyperV it comes with a rather simplistic 
password for the root account. We do take the precaution with our appliances that accessing the 
root account over the network is by default not possible. But if someone has access to the 
console then the default password is not very good. To replace the account password for the root 
user simply first log on to the operating system and obtain root privileges. Via the console you 
can do this directly as root user. On our AWS appliances you are relatively safe though, and you 
may skip this step, because on Amazon the appliances you launch must use a secure 
private/public key pair on an unprivileged account (openvpnas) to get in and afterwards you can 
sudo up to gain root privileges. And on AWS there is no console so it can’t be accessed in this 
way, and the root account is blocked from direct SSH access. But on the ESXi and HyperV 
appliances you can log on to the console directly using the root account, and as such you should 
protect it better than with the default password. Use the command below to set a new password 
once you are root: 

Set a new password on the account you’re logged on as: 

passwd 
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On our ESXi or HyperV appliances, or in your own custom Linux installation, it may also be 
useful to create your own account in Linux that you can use for SSH access, since the root 
account will usually not be able to do so, unless you adjust the SSH server settings to allow it. 
The better solution is to create your own user account and give it sudo rights. You need the sudo 
program installed so the commands below will take you through the steps to install sudo, create a 
new user account with your chosen name, and give it the right to run commands as root user. The 
commands below are assumed to be run as root user on a Debian/Ubuntu system. 

apt-get -y install sudo 
adduser <USERNAME> 
usermod -aG sudo <USERNAME> 

Where <USERNAME> is a name of your own choice, without spaces or special characters. You 
can use this new user account to log in through SSH and use programs such as SCP or WinSCP 
to transfer files, although that is limited to files you actually have access to. If you want to get 
root privileges from this new account run this command and provide your own password (not the 
root password): 

sudo su 

You should aim to have a situation where the root user can only be used directly on the console, 
and not over the network, and obviously with a very secure password. Additionally you should 
have your own user account with a very secure password that you can use to log on over the 
network with, and has the ability to use sudo to run commands as root user. To make things even 
better you should set up an SSH key-pair for user login under your own user account, instead of 
simple username+password authentication. But that strays pretty far into Linux system 
management and we feel it is better if you refer to your operating system’s documentation on 
how to do that. On Amazon AWS at least, they insist on having things set up this way, and so by 
default it is indeed set up as described, with an SSH key. 

3.2 Secure the openvpn administrative user account 
By default the OpenVPN Access Server comes configured with a user account called openvpn 
without a password set on it. That by itself is not immediately a security issue because an 
account without a password set on it normally cannot be used to log on at all, especially on the 
images we provide. You are expected to make your own password and set it on the openvpn user 
account to start logging in to the Admin UI and setting things up on the Access Server. So that is 
not the problem, but having an account with a predictable user name is of course not a good 
thing to have, especially when it’s facing the Internet. And the openvpn user account is also a 
bootstrap account meaning it has special access privileges. For example it can bypass Google 
Authenticator and the authentication failure lockout policy. Therefore we recommend that one of 
the first things you do after setting up the OpenVPN Access Server is to create a new user for 
yourself and give it admin privileges. That will then be your administrative user account from 
that moment on. You can do this from the Admin UI under User Permissions by adding a user 
there. If you use local authentication you can set a password for the new account there as well. If 
you are using an external authentication system like PAM, RADIUS, or LDAP, remember to 
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also add the account there as well so you can actually use it to log on to the Admin UI. 
Obviously test this first before proceeding with the next steps. 

Next we recommend disabling the openvpn account by locking the account: 

passwd -l openvpn 

Note: we advise that you test logging in with the account on the admin UI of the Access Server, 
to confirm that logging in is now not possible. 

If you want to start using this account again in the future, unlock it and set a new password: 

passwd -u openvpn 
passwd openvpn 

If you want to take it a few steps further it is possible to completely erase all traces of this initial 
administrative account. To do that follow the steps outlined below. But we recommend that you 
only disable the account by removing its password, instead of removing it entirely from your 
Access Server. If you are using for example an LDAP server to authenticate users, and you 
change something on your LDAP server, like giving it a new IP address or changing the bind 
user’s password, then nobody can log on at the Access Server’s admin UI anymore. Including 
your administrative user that you created yourself. But the openvpn user can because it’s a 
special bootstrap user that instead authenticates to the operating system. In such a case you can 
give the openvpn user a password again with the command passwd openvpn and you can log on 
to the Admin UI and make corrections to the LDAP authentication settings and get things 
running again. But if you want to continue with the steps to completely remove the openvpn 
account then do the following: 

Delete the user from the operating system: 

deluser openvpn 

Open as.conf in a text editor: 

nano /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/as.conf 

Locate this line: 

boot_pam_users.0=openvpn 

And comment it out like so: 

#boot_pam_users.0=openvpn 

Press ctrl+x, then y, and then enter, to save and exit the file. Then restart the Access Server 
service: 

service openvpnas restart 
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Finally remove the user from the Access Server database: 

./sacli --user "openvpn" UserPropDelAll 

If you ever lose access to your server, either because of the steps above or because you have lost 
the password and have problems recovering access, then give our troubleshooting authentication 
problems page a try. 

3.3 Installing an SSL certificate on the web interface 
By default the OpenVPN Access Server comes with a self-signed certificate to at least get things 
working. Such a self-signed certificate cannot be automatically verified by your web browser or 
an OpenVPN client program to check if the server it is contacting is really your server, and not 
some other server pretending to be. SSL certificates allow for the web browser to automatically 
verify if you are connecting to the real server, and to automatically trust the server so that the 
web interface will not show a warning message about not being able to validate the authenticity 
of the server, but instead show a nice green padlock icon in the address bar in the browser. 

This requires that your OpenVPN Access Server is set up with an FQDN DNS name that points 
to the public IP address that the Access Server can be reached at from the Internet, and that this 
FQDN DNS name is configured correctly in the Admin UI under Server Network Settings in the 
Host name or IP address field. We recommend that you set up this FQDN DNS name in all 
cases, not only because it is required for an SSL certificate to function properly, but also because 
if ever in the future you change the IP address of your Access Server, for example if you move it 
to another Internet connection, then you need only update the DNS record and all clients will be 
able to find the server again. If however you configure it to IP basis only, then you will have to 
reinstall all your clients if you move your server to another public IP address. 
See the page on how to install an SSL certificate on the Access Server web server for more 
information on how to do this. 

3.4 Hardening the web server cipher suite string 
The web server built into the Access Server by default uses HTTPS SSL encryption. This secures 
the connection between the web browser and the web server, so that any credentials you enter on 
the web interface cannot be intercepted by a “man-in-the-middle" attack or be seen in plain text 
on the network connection. Instead that information is all nicely encrypted. The cipher used to 
encrypt this information is one that is agreed upon by the web server and the web browser. The 
server offers a number of ciphers that it allows to be used, and the web browser then picks 
(usually) the best one of those that it can support and uses that to encrypt information. The list of 
ciphers that the web server allows is called the cipher suite string. By default the cipher suite 
string that the Access Server comes shipped with is reasonably secure, but not overly so. There 
are some older ciphers allowed to offer compatibility for older web browsers and operating 
systems, like Windows XP for example. In most cases though you will probably want to run the 
web server through its paces using an online SSL security checker like Qualys SSL Labs SSL 
Server Test to see what grade your current settings get and then adjust the cipher suite string to 
eliminate weak ciphers and thereby improve the grade and thus the security of your web server. 
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This can have as consequence that older browsers and operating systems can’t connect to the 
web interface anymore, though. 

The cipher suite string must be set through the command line, and is described in the custom 
cipher suite string for the web server section of the command line tools documentation. 

3.5 Going beyond recommended security procedures 
Some of our customers do not want the web services visible on the Internet, but only want the 
OpenVPN daemons reachable for VPN tunnel termination. We advise against doing this because 
of the fact that managing the Access Server without a web service makes things a lot more 
difficult. You would then have to rely on using the command line interface tools to manage the 
Access Server settings, users, and certificates, and also the distribution of the required 
connection profiles to the users. Having the web services available makes this a lot 
easier. Furthermore, the OpenVPN Connect Client is tied into the web services of the Access Server using a 
secure XML-RPC connection over SSL. In short, this allows any user with valid credentials to log in with the 
OpenVPN Connect Client, instead of having to install separate user-locked connection profiles for each and 
every user that needs to log in from a client computer. Making the web services unreachable from the Internet 
breaks this functionality and forces you to use user-locked or auto-login profiles only. In short, you would end 
up breaking some of the designed functionality, and force you to do some extra work. 

However, if you really want to, you can choose to for example only allow ports TCP 443 and UDP 1194 
default ports for the OpenVPN daemons from the Internet through your firewalls to your Access Server 
installation, and then disable the service forwarding options for the client web UI and the admin web UI in 
the Server Network Settings page. Those two actions together will make the web interface unreachable from 
the Internet but still allow incoming user-locked and auto-login connection profile based OpenVPN tunnels to 
make a connection. But server-locked profiles will not be able to connect anymore. To learn more about what 
the service forwarding is, and what effect it has, check the description in the command line page describing 
how to configure the web service forwarding settings. To learn about the various types of connection profiles 
see the connection profiles page. 

4 Planning 
4.1 Sizing 
4.1.1 EC2 Instance sizing 

In general, to provide sufficient VPN data rate to VPN clients the number of CPU cores should 
increase as the number of concurrent VPN connections increases. 
Our AWS Marketplace listings provide the recommended instance type for a given number of 
concurrent VPN connections. Those instance types along with the corresponding memory and 
EBS volumes are adequate for good performance. 
 
If support for high volume of VPN Connections is desired, we recommend deploying multiple 
lower-tier instances of Access Servers instead of one high-powered instance. 
For service limits, please refer to the appropriate AWS documentation 
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/ec2-resource-limits.html 
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For right-sizing, see: 
 
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/whitepapers/latest/cost-optimization-right-sizing/identifying-
opportunities-to-right-size.html 
 

4.1.2 RDS Sizing 

For cluster setup we recommend using a Multi-AZ deployment. The size of the database will 
increase as the number of users for which connection profiles are created increase. We suggest 
starting small with db.t3.micro instances and then scaling up as the number of users increase or 
choosing the right instance type based on the number of users you forecast. 
 

4.2 Costs 
4.2.1 Access Server Software Costs 

Software costs is based on the number of VPN Connections that need to be handled at the same 
time. There are two options for paying for the software: 
1. Bring Your Own License: A software activation key can be purchased online from 
openvpn.net. Pricing is subject to change and the latest prices are available on the website. 
2. Tiered Billing: The software cost is billed per hour of use or on a yearly basis and is bundled 
into you AWS bill. The cost varies based on the number of VPN connections. The costs are 
provided in the AWS Marketplace listings. 

4.2.2 Cost of AWS Resources 

Please use the following AWS resources to estimate costs for your deployment 
https://aws.amazon.com/rds/pricing/ 
 
https://calculator.aws/#/ 
 
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/billing-what-is.html 
 
Monitor your usage and costs: 
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/monitoring-costs.html 
 
 

5 Operations 
5.1 Logging and Debugging 
There are log files on the client, which are most useful for figuring out why a client is having 
problems making a connection to a server, and figuring out which routes and instructions it is 
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receiving. And there is the Log Reports section in the Admin UI which is generally used to 
figure out when a user connected, for how long, when people logged onto the web interface, how 
much data they’ve used, and if there were any simple type of errors when authenticating and 
connecting. On the server there are log files that contain technical information, and this technical 
information can also instead be sent to syslog locally. If you want it sent to a remote server, 
configure a rule in the local syslog daemon to redirect it to a networked syslog server. The 
technical information contained in the server logs can be expanded to include various extra 
information. To do this, for specific functions in the Access Server, there are debug flags, which 
can be activated in as.conf. This is explained on this page as well, further down. 

5.1.1 Locating the client log files 

There are log files on the client, which are most useful for figuring out why a client is having 
problems making a connection to a server, and figuring out which routes and instructions it is 
receiving. 

Log file location for the OpenVPN Connect Client for Windows: 
C:\Program Files (x86)\OpenVPN Technologies\OpenVPN 
Client\etc\log\openvpn_(unique_name).log 

The OpenVPN Connect Client for Mac: 
/Library/Application Support/OpenVPN/log/openvpn_(unique_name).log 

Macintosh may not show you this folder in finder as it only shows you certain things and hides 
others. So to get to the /Library folder, open Finder and in the menu at the top 
choose Go followed by Go to folder and then enter the path /Library to get into that directory. 
You can then go to the correct folder and look up the log file. Please also note that the OpenVPN 
Connect Client for Macintosh will have permissions set on the log file so that you cannot 
normally open it. To bypass this, right click the log file and choose the Get info option in the 
menu. Then at the bottom, under Sharing & Permissions, you will be able to use the yellow 
padlock icon to unlock the settings and to give everyone read access. Then you will be able to 
open the log file with a right click and selecting Open with and then choosing something 
like Text editor to view the contents of the log file. 

5.1.2 Locating the server log files 

On the server there are log files that contain technical information. The technical information 
contained in the server logs can be expanded to include various extra information. To do this, for 
specific functions in the Access Server, there are debug flags, which can be activated in as.conf. 
This is explained on this page as well, further down. 

On the OpenVPN Access Server there is the server side log: 
/var/log/openvpnas.log 
/var/log/openvpnas.node.log (in case of a failover setup) 
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In the event that you are having problems with starting the Access Server or certain portions of 
it, for example the web services, then it may be useful to stop the Access Server service, move 
the log file aside, then start the Access Server service, and stop it again immediately. This creates 
a new clean log file that contains the startup and shutdown sequence of the Access Server and no 
other extraneous information. This makes analysis of the log file much easier. To do so use these 
commands in order: 

service openvpnas stop 
mv /var/log/openvpnas.log /var/log/openvpnas.log.old 
service openvpnas start 
service openvpnas stop 

You can then grab the /var/log/openvpnas.log file for analysis and start the Access Server again: 

service openvpnas start 

5.1.3 Setting up log rotation for /var/log/openvpnas.log.* 

OpenVPN Access Server normally keeps on logging until the disk is full. It does do rotation of 
log files, but the amount of log files just grows endlessly. The threshold for the log file to be 
rotated out, meaning a threshold in bytes after which openvpnas.log gets renamed to 
openvpnas.log.1, and a new openvpnas.log file is started for logging purposes, is set by default to 
about 1 megabyte. Basically it creates a new log file and the old one gets renamed to .1, .2, .3, 
etc, as time goes on. It’s always sequential meaning that .1 is more recent than .2. The log file 
with the highest number will be the oldest file – it just keeps bumping up the file names. 

You can set up a cron job that runs every so often and clears out any really old files. The amount 
of files you choose to retain times the file size of the log rotation setting determines how much 
log data you’re going to be retaining in total, ensuring you never go over a certain amount of 
bytes used for the OpenVPN Access Server’s log files. 

Note: you can also simply log to syslog which is explained below, and syslog should always 
already have rotation rules set on it in the operating system, that cleans it up regularly. 
We assume that you are logged on to the server with root privileges when doing any command 
line tasks on the Access Server. If you want to adjust the size of the log file before it gets rotated 
to a new file, then this can be set in as.conf with the LOG_ROTATE_LENGTH parameter 
using the instructions below. 

Open as.conf for editing in nano text editor: 

nano /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/as.conf 

At the bottom add this line. The number represents bytes. Default is around 1000000 bytes 
(about 1 megabyte): 

LOG_ROTATE_LENGTH=1000000 
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Press ctrl+x, then press y, and then press enter, to save and exit the file. Then restart the Access 
Server service: 

service openvpnas restart 

Now your Access Server will make log files of the specified file size. But that doesn’t clean up 
old log files yet. To do that, set up a cron job that, for example, once a day clears out any log 
files that are numbered .15 or higher at 4 am every night. Adjust the command as you like to set 
your own limits and time of execution. 

Open the crontab file for the account you are logged on as: 

crontab -e 

When doing this for the first time you may be asked which text editor to use. We tend to advise 
nano as it’s easy to use. At the bottom of the crontab file add this line: 

0 4 * * * rm /var/log/openvpnas.log.{15..1000} >/dev/null 2>&1 

Press ctrl+x, then press y, and then press enter, to save and exit file (if you use nano). 
Now every night at 4 am, this script will delete files called /var/log/openvpnas.log.15, and the 
way through to /var/log/openvpnas.log.1000. That should pretty much guarantee that you only 
end up with the main log file and 14 extra older log files. 

5.1.4 Logging to syslog instead of the standard log file 

This is a configuration setting that enables logging to the local syslog daemon. Instead of logging 
to a file it logs to syslog instead. If you want to redirect to another syslog server on the network 
you can configure the operating system’s syslog daemon to redirect any OpenVPN Access 
Server service syslog line to an external network syslog server. All syslog lines regarding Access 
Server will contain the keyword openvpnas in it so it is possible to filter for this with a rule in 
the syslog daemon, and forwarding only that information. 

Open the as.conf file for editing: 

nano /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/as.conf 

At the bottom add this line, making sure it’s CAPITALIZED: 

SYSLOG=1 

Press ctrl+x, then press y, and then press enter, to save and exit the file. Then restart the Access 
Server service: 

service openvpnas restart 

It will now log to the syslog daemon, which by default is logging to the file /var/log/syslog. 
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5.1.5 Redirecting to an external syslog server 

We’re going to be assuming you’re using the Ubuntu operating system, so these instructions are 
for that OS only. It’s probably similar or the same on other operating systems too but you may 
have to look up documentation and make adjustments as needed. The appliances we provide are 
currently all based on Ubuntu so these instructions should work for you if you use one of our 
prepared systems on Amazon AWS, HyperV, or ESXi. 

Create a file for the rsyslog daemon rule: 

nano /etc/rsyslog.d/openvpnas.conf 

The file should be a new empty file. Add this line to log to an external UDP syslog system: 

if $programname == 'openvpnas' then @remote.syslog.server 

Or instead this line if it is an external TCP syslog system: 

if $programname == 'openvpnas' then @@remote.syslog.server 

Press ctrl+x, then press y, and then press enter, to save and exit the file. Now restart the syslog 
daemon: 

service rsyslog restart 

As an aside, you can also instead of supplying a remote server address like 
@remote.syslog.server simply specify another file like /var/log/myownfilename.log and it will 
log it there instead. 

5.1.6 A list of debugging flags 

If you don’t know what you’re doing then the safest is to say: don’t use these. Normally only 
OpenVPN Inc. support personnel are the ones that use these debugging flags, or to advise 
customers to use a particular debug flag, when there is a specific need to debug a particular 
problem. But we’ve decided to make some of the more useful debug flags available to the 
general public, because some can be useful in getting more data from the Access Server for 
purposes other than debugging, although it has its uses to solve problems as well of course. 
Some of these debug flags can greatly increase the amount of logging data produced by the 
OpenVPN Access Server, so beware filling your hard drive with log data and running out of disk 
space. Not all flags produce a lot of information, but some do. And some of them even log 
password data or session data to the log, so beware of this. Therefore it’s usually best to use 
some of these flags to pinpoint a problem, get log data, and then disable the debug flag. 
Most debug flags are set in the /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/as.conf file by adding it at the bottom 
of the file, and cold restarting the Access Server service afterwards with this command: 

service openvpnas restart 
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5.1.6.1 DEBUG_AWSINFO=1 

Logs extra information in liman info output and in /var/log/openvpnas.log regarding the 
licensing process when using an Amazon AWS prelicensed tiered instance. Especially in the case 
of problems reaching a license activation server, the output found here will be useful to 
determine what the issue is. See also the troubleshooting section for the AWS tiered instance 
licensing system. 

5.1.6.2 LOG_N_CLIENTS_CHANGE=1 

Whenever the internal currently connected users count is altered, the log system now mentions 
this alteration. This can be useful if you suspect the connected user count is off for whatever 
reason. An example line from the log file: 

0000-00-00 00:00:00+0000 [-] ***** N_CLIENTS CHANGE 0 -> 1 

5.1.6.3 FAVOR_LZO=1 

This is a debug flag to override the order in which compression algorithms are chosen for 
connecting clients. Forces the use of LZO. In extremely rare cases can help to resolve 
connectivity problems from iOS devices with very specific compression problems. 

5.1.6.4 API_TRACE_SA=1 

If you ever have the suspicion somebody or something is making alterations to your 
configuration settings without your knowledge, like for example a colleague with access to the 
system, or a browser plugin that is supposed to only help you with some tasks like filling in 
forms or remembering passwords for you, but is instead messing with settings you didn’t touch 
while you’re working on other settings, then this debug flag is useful. Or if you just want to log 
all the changes to the configuration settings. This debug flag logs all the activity between Access 
Server and the configuration databases. An example line from the log file showing that the user 
openvpn is signing on to the admin UI successfully: 

2017-09-19 17:11:54+0200 [-] *** API CALL f=authenticate args=[{'username': 
'openvpn', 'password': '[redacted]', 'client_ip_addr': '12.34.56.78'}, 
{'log_service_name': 'WEB_ADMIN', 'request_superuser_privileges': True}] 
time=0.012 

5.1.6.5 DEBUG_LOGDB=1 

Normally the Log Reports page and its contents are stored in the log.db database file on the 
Access Server, and this is kept out of the log system. The reasoning here is that the log system is 
used for tracking and resolving problems with the OpenVPN Access Server program itself, not to 
keep track of who logs in and how much bandwidth they’re using. That is what the log database, 
the Log Reports page, and the logdba command line tool are for. However if for some reason 
you want to log everything that goes into the log database to the log system as well then this is 
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the flag to use. An example line from the log showing that the user openvpn has successfully 
logged on to the admin UI web service: 

0000-00-00 00:00:00+0000 [-] LOG ERR: 'LOG_DB RECORD {"username": "openvpn", 
"node": "OPENVPNAS", "service": "WEB_ADMIN", "real_ip": "12.34.56.78", 
"timestamp": 1505833476, "start_time": 1505833476, "session_id": 
"u1OfDeOuagO1sGQg", "auth": 1}' 

5.1.6.6 LOG_DB_XML_API_VERBOSE=1 

The Access Server has an XML-RPC interface that is normally limited only to authentication and 
retrieval of user specific data like a user-locked profile. The OpenVPN Connect Client for 
Windows and Macintosh uses the XML-RPC’s limited set of commands for authentication and 
retrieving a user-locked profile, and other functions are disabled by default. See the XML-RPC 
interface paragraph in the command line tools section for more details. The calls made to the 
XML API can be logged in the log database kept by Access Server if this particular debug flag is 
used in Access Server. Once activated you can use the logdba tool to query for XML-RPC API 
calls like so: 

./logdba --csv --service_filt=XML_API --columns="+api_method" 

And with API_TRACE_SA=1 this all also gets dumped in openvpnas.log or syslog if syslog 
function is enabled. 

5.2 Troubleshooting 
5.2.1 Authentication 

There is an authentication testing tool available in the command line called authcli. Using this 
you can quickly run tests and get some useful debugging information in the process. For example 
any authentication results on the command line are reported to your screen and if the 
authentication is successful you can see what user-specific properties are applied on this user, if 
any. This way you can verify for example if an expected property is actually being picked up. If 
it isn’t then the most common problem here is that the user name that you are entering does not 
match what is known in the Access Server. This problem can occur if the user name known in an 
external authentication system doesn’t match with what’s configured in the Access Server “User 
Permissions" table for a given user name. All command line tools that come with Access Server 
are assumed to be run as root user in the /usr/local/openvpn_as/scripts/ folder. For more 
information on the command line tools see the page here. 

To use authcli on the command line: 

./authcli --user <USER_NAME> --pass <PASSWORD> 

Sample output of a successful local authentication attempt: 

API METHOD: authenticate 
AUTH_RETURN 
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 status : SUCCEED 
 session_id : AaJkamAuZgjXwsjk+N96eA== 
 reason : local auth succeeded 
 expire : 1505404548 
 user : test 
 proplist : {'pvt_password_digest': 
'9f86d081884c7d659a2feaa0c55ad015a3bf4f1b2b0b822cd15d6c15b0f00a08', 'type': 
'user_connect', 'prop_autogenerate': 'true'} 

Most authentication systems are case-sensitive and should not have a problem with matching the 
user name that the user enters against the user name entry in the User Permissions table in the 
Access Server for applying user-specific properties like auto-login privileges, static IP address, 
etcetera. With PAM the user name is almost always case-sensitive, meaning that when you enter 
as user name “Gary" at the log in prompt, but the user name is actually “gary" it just won’t 
accept the user name. So you are forced to consistently use the correct case everywhere, which 
avoids ambiguity. but LDAP on Active Directory for example does not have to be case sensitive 
with user names. What can happen then is that the user enters “andrew" at the log in prompt, but 
it is known in the LDAP directory as “Andrew", and this correct name is then sent back to the 
Access Server and used there for looking up user-specific properties for “Andrew", not 
“andrew". So you have to be sure to use the correct case in the user name. 

When debugging problems with authenticating against an LDAP server generally the LDAP 
debug options are not necessary, but you just need to use some trial and error and the authcli 
tool. The most commonly encountered problems are related to the base DN search query. 
Especially in cases where your search query is very specific, you may have problems getting 
authentication to work initially. You will usually receive an error like “user not found that meets 
specified criteria". What that means is that the user was not found in that location in the LDAP 
directory. The user name could very well exist, but not in that place. It helps to broaden the 
query by looking only in DC=example,DC=com (adjust to your DC values) which searches the 
whole directory. If that works, then you can work on refining your search query to look in a 
specific location, or add an LDAP expression that must evaluate to try using the additional 
LDAP requirements in the Access Server configuration. 

5.2.1.1 Reset default openvpn account administrative access 

By default, the OpenVPN Access Server comes with a default openvpn user account that has full 
admin access to the Admin UI and has special user privileges that let it bypass the requirement 
for Google Authenticator, and does not adhere to the password lockout policy, and is 
bootstrapped or tied to the PAM authentication system so that it can always log on. We designed 
it this way so that if for example you are setting up LDAP authentication, and you make a 
mistake, you can still log on to the Admin UI and make corrections. As per our security 
recommendations we recommend that administrators disable this account after initial setup, and 
to make your own administrative users instead, that do adhere to Google Authenticator and 
password policy lockouts. 

Of course, there may come a time when you absolutely need to get back in, and you may have 
forgotten your administrative username or password. The steps below restore the openvpn 
administrative user account, set a new password on it, unblock the account in case it was 
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blocked, disable Google Authenticator requirement for this user, and make it an admin user for 
access to the Admin UI again. In other words, with the steps below, you should definitely be able 
to login to the Admin UI again. Afterwards when you’re done with your administrative tasks, we 
recommend you secure the openvpn administrative user account again. Start by opening a 
console session or an SSH session to your OpenVPN Access Server, and obtain root privileges. 
If you have lost root privileges, see online for instructions on resetting your operating system’s 
root password, and then come back here to continue the reset procedure for the openvpn 
administrative user account. 

Ensure that the user account openvpn exists: 

adduser openvpn 

If the user doesn’t exist you will have to provide the password, twice, the rest you can leave 
empty: 

Adding user `openvpn' ... 
Adding new group `openvpn' (1002) ... 
Adding new user `openvpn' (1002) with group `openvpn' ... 
Creating home directory `/home/openvpn' ... 
Copying files from `/etc/skel' ... 
Enter new UNIX password: 
Retype new UNIX password: 
passwd: password updated successfully 
Changing the user information for openvpn 
Enter the new value, or press ENTER for the default 
 Full Name []: 
 Room Number []: 
 Work Phone []: 
 Home Phone []: 
 Other []: 
Is the information correct? [Y/n] 

But if you see this result, then this user exists already, and you can move on to the next steps: 

adduser: The user `openvpn' already exists. 

If the user already exists, and you need to set a new password for it, do this: 

passwd openvpn 

If in the past you locked the account you need to unlock it: 

passwd -u openvpn 

Now that we know for certain that the user account openvpn exists and has a password set on it 
that we know, you can now try to login at the Admin UI with the username openvpn and the 
password you have just reset. If that didn’t work, the next step is going into the configuration 
file as.conf and making sure the bootstrap user is set to openvpn as well. 
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Open the text file as.conf in the nano text editor: 

nano /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/as.conf 

Look up the boot_pam_users.0 line and make sure the username is openvpn here. If it’s not, 
change it so it looks like this: 

boot_pam_users.0=openvpn 

Press ctrl+x, press y, and then press enter, to save and exit the file. 
Restart the OpenVPN Access Server service for the changes to take effect: 

service openvpnas restart 

If the bootstrap user line wasn’t set right and you have corrected it now, then it is worth a try to 
log in with the username openvpn and the password you have set on that account. If that still 
didn’t work, it is possible that the user account has not been granted admin access in the user 
properties database, or that the user is blocked from logging in, or that it requires a Google 
Authenticator code. In the case of a Google Authenticator requirement, that shouldn’t be a 
problem, it should accept any code for the openvpn user because it is a special bootstrap user. 
But Google Authenticator requirement can also be disabled. With the steps below we can take 
care of all these 3 items in one go: 

Unblock openvpn user, make it an admin, and disable Google Authenticator requirement for it: 

cd /usr/local/openvpn_as/scripts/ 
./sacli --user "openvpn" --key "prop_deny" --value "false" UserPropPut 
./sacli --user "openvpn" --key "prop_superuser" --value "true" UserPropPut 
./sacli --user "openvpn" --key "prop_google_auth" --value "false" UserPropPut 
./sacli start 

Try logging in at the Admin UI now. On all the systems we’ve ever encountered so far where the 
administrator was locked out, some or all of these instructions together, were successful in 
gaining administrative access again. If it still fails, contact us on our support ticket system and 
explain your situation and what you have tried so far, and we’ll try to work with you to figure out 
how to restore access. 

5.2.1.2 Common authentication errors and suggested solutions 

Here are some common error messages and causes related to authentication: 

password verification failed or authentication failed 
Speaks for itself of course; the password and/or user name that were provided are not correct. 

no stored password digest found in authcred attributes 
You’re using the local authentication method, and the user account you are trying to log on with 
does exist, but there is no password set for this user yet. Use the sacli SetLocalPassword 
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function to do this. More information on how to use this function can be found on the user and 
group management page. 

One other possibility exists here as well, if you’re using the local authentication mode. If you are 
specifically using a user-locked profile for connecting to the Access Server, but you are using 
another user name than the one this user-locked profile is locked to and meant for, then you can 
also see this problem. For example if you download the user-locked profile for the user called 
“johan" but instead enter as user name “andrew", then the Access Server assumes that because 
you have a valid client certificate that the user name you are providing must also exist and tries 
to authenticate with it. This fails of course and in local authentication mode this error can then be 
produced. The solution here is to use the correct user name and password with the correct user-
locked profile. You cannot mix and match profiles and credentials. 

DENY: user in deny list, or, user account suspended 
There are a few possible reasons for this. One of them is that in the User Permissions table, the 
checkbox deny access has been checked on this user. In that case the solution is simply to 
uncheck that box and save settings, to restore this user’s access to the server. Another possible 
option is that you are using an external authentication system like PAM, LDAP, or RADIUS, and 
that in the User Permissions page all the way at the bottom, you have checked the 
restriction require user permissions record for VPN access, but this user is not correctly 
spelled or not at all present in the User Permissions table. This restriction is designed so that only 
those user names that you have created and have present in the User Permissions table in the 
Access Server can log on, even if the user account exists and is valid in your external 
authentication system. To resolve this simply make sure the exactly correct spelling of the user 
name is present in the User Permissions table and doesn’t have the deny access checkbox set on 
it, or, to simply disable the restriction by unchecking the require user permissions record for 
VPN access option in the User Permissions table. 
username-only match fail, client username=’andrew’, DB username=’johan’ 

This is what happens when you use credentials for an existing user called “andrew" on your 
Access Server with a user-locked profile locked to and meant for the user account “johan". These 
don’t match. The solution here is to use the correct user name and password with the correct 
user-locked profile. You cannot mix and match profiles and credentials. If you are going to use 
the user-locked profile for the user account “johan" you must use the user name “johan" and his 
password to log on to the VPN server successfully. 

If you are looking for a more universal type of connection profile that lets any valid user on the 
Access Server log on then what you are looking for is the server-locked connection profile which 
works only in combination with the OpenVPN Connect Client for Windows and Macintosh. All 
other clients must have a connection profile that is specific to the user account. If you download 
OpenVPN Connect Client from your Access Server’s web interface with a user account that does 
not have the auto-login privilege, then this is the type of OpenVPN Connect Client + server-
locked connection profile installation that you will get. 
user not found (that meets specified requirements) 
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You’re using the LDAP authentication method, and the user name you entered could not be 
found with the LDAP query you specified. Try simplifying the query to just the base DN with for 
example DC=example,DC=com (adjust to your situation) and nothing else, thereby broadening 
the search. Often the issue is caused by the user not being known in the place you’re searching or 
the attributes are different than you expected, and the LDAP server then reports this message. If 
even a directory wide search yields no results then the LDAP attribute you are searching may be 
different in your directory server. Try “sAMAccountName" or “uid" or otherwise look up 
documentation of your LDAP server to find out which attribute to use. 
The auth.ldap.0.uname_attr controls which attribute to search for. Another possibility is that 
your LDAP server is case sensitive with containers and objects and that you need to use 
lowercase name instead (cn=blabla instead of CN=blabla). Again we refer to documentation for 
your LDAP server to find out which settings work on your server. 

One notable issue people have been found running into is seeing this error message when trying 
to provide the additional query parameters, to allow only users from a specific group in the 
LDAP directory to log on. If for example the additional query memberOf=CN=VPN Users is 
specified, it may fail. But if you make it the full query, it should work in most 
cases: memberOf=CN=VPN Users,OU=Security Groups,DC=company,DC=com. 
AcceptSecurityContext error: Invalid credentials, facility=admin_bind 

The above error may appear in the openvpnas.log log file and indicates that the credentials 
entered for the bind to the LDAP server were incorrect or won’t allow access to the LDAP 
directory. If you’re trying to connect to an Active Directory server it may help to create a 
separate user in the domain and using this to bind. Use a format like username@domain.tld as 
username in the Access Server’s bind username field. We have also seen the same problem 
reported when an SSL certificate was used for communication between Access Server and the 
LDAP server, and the SSL certificate had expired. 

In order to perform this operation a successful bind must be completed on the connection 
You’re using LDAP authentication while trying to bind (connect) anonymously to the LDAP 
service, while the LDAP service does not allow anonymous binding. The solution is to create a 
bind user on the LDAP server and giving it read access to the LDAP objects you want to search 
for user authentication. Alternatively, you can enable anonymous LDAP binding on the LDAP 
server but this is not as secure a solution as using a special limited bind user account for the 
purpose of binding to the LDAP server and then looking up user credentials for authentication 
purposes. 

user temporarily locked out due to multiple authentication failures 
Access Server implements an automatic lockout policy, which is described in the lockout policy 
section on the additional security options page. This automatically temporarily blocks a user 
account from log on attempts when the password was incorrectly provided a number of times 
within a specified time. The lockout policy can be adjusted to meet requirements. 

Google Authenticator must be set up for VPN access 
When you have enabled the requirement for users to use Google Authenticator multi-factor 
authentication, but this user has not yet completed the Google Authenticator enrollment process 
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on the client web service of the Access Server, then the Access Server will not allow the user to 
establish a VPN tunnel connection and warns the user about this. The solution in this case is to 
have the user go to the client web service and switch the “CONNECT" option to “LOGIN" and 
log on. A list of available files will be shown that this user can download and use. Below that a 
Google Authenticator code and QR code will be shown. The user can either manually type this 
code into the Google Authenticator application, or use a camera to scan the QR code. Once this 
is done, click the button “I scanned the QR code" to confirm that the code has been stored in the 
Google Authenticator application. Now the user can start a VPN tunnel connection and the 
OpenVPN client will then ask for user name, password, and the Google Authenticator code. 

Google Authenticator code must be a number 
After the Google Authenticator shared secret code has been typed or scanned into the Google 
Authenticator application, it will generate a new 6 digit code every 30 seconds. If instead you 
enter something unexpected like your password instead of that 6 digit code, then you will see this 
error message. The solution is to use the Google Authenticator application and enter the 6 digit 
code into the Google Authenticator field when asked. 

Google Authenticator code is incorrect 
This means that the 6 digit code that was entered is not correct. To understand why is it going 
wrong there are a few things to note first. Google Authenticator uses the current date and time, 
and adjusts automatically for time zones. This assumes of course that the server and the device 
with the Google Authenticator app both have the correct timezone set, and the correct time and 
date set. That information plus a shared secret key that is known by the Access Server and the 
Google Authenticator application which was agreed upon when you initially typed/scanned the 
code during Google Authenticator enrollment is all that is used to create the unique 6 digit codes 
that are valid for 30 seconds. 

So to oversimplify this: secret shared key + current time in correct timezone = 6 digit code. 
Such a code is valid for 30 seconds. We allow the immediate previous and following code as 
well to give a bit of a leeway in the timing. What all of this means is that there are really only 
two possibilities when you get the error message that the Google Authenticator code is incorrect. 
Either the date/time or timezone setting is wrong on the server or the device running the Google 
Authenticator application, or the shared secret key is wrong. 

You can try resetting the Google Authenticator key for this user and completing enrollment 
again. In most cases though the issue is a drifting system clock on the server, especially on 
virtual cloud-based hardware, which can be solved by installing an NTP (Network Time 
Protocol) client program which can automatically pull the correct time for time servers on the 
Internet and ensure the time doesn’t drift. A time difference of more than 30 seconds can already 
be a problem. Mobile devices usually already do time synchronization by themselves. In the past 
though we have seen a bug with a specific version of iOS which skewed the time by one minute, 
which upset Google Authenticator. That issue was resolved by updating iOS to a newer version. 

5.2.2 VPN Connectivity 
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If you use NAT in the Access Server, then traffic from VPN clients will appear to the Amazon 
network as if it is coming from the Access Server instance itself. This means it looks just like 
local traffic and no special actions need to be taken. But, if you use routing mode, where the 
source IP of the packets coming from VPN clients remains intact, then the Amazon network may 
have security features that block this traffic. So with routing, special steps need to be taken. Also, 
you will need to implement a static route that guides replies to VPN client traffic back through 
the Access Server instance. 

In Amazon AWS, when you use routing, your VPC should have a routing table set up that needs 
to contain a static route that points the VPN client subnet to the Access Server instance, so traffic 
can find its way there. Find that routing table in the Amazon AWS console by going to the VPC 
Dashboard and going to Route Tables. This is where you can set up routing for the VPN client 
subnet, or site-to-site traffic to additional subnets behind VPN clients. When you add a subnet to 
the routing table you must specify a target. The target can be the AMI ID of the Access Server 
instance. It should then recognize that this particular EC2 instance with Access Server running 
on it is the gateway to the VPN client subnet, or additional site-to-site subnets. 

Another item specific to Amazon is source/destination checking. Crudely put this is a security 
setting on the EC2 instance itself that basically just looks at traffic coming from and going to the 
EC2 instance, and if it isn’t traffic that has either a source or destination IP that matches that EC2 
instance’s network interface address, then it just gets filtered away. Since the VPN clients in 
routing mode, as well as site-to-site traffic, will send packets through the Access Server while 
retaining the original source IP of these packets, then this security setting will filter this traffic 
away. Likewise traffic going to the VPN client IP addresses or site-to-site subnets and trying to 
pass through the Access Server will be filtered away in the same way. To resolve this go to your 
EC2 Dashboard and go to Instances and look up your specific instance that runs Access Server. 
Then right click it and in the Networking menu choose Change Source/Dest. Check. Click 
the Yes, disable button to disable this setting and let the traffic pass through. If you run a site-to-
site VPN client gateway system on Amazon you will have to do the same to that instance too. 
For more, see: 

https://openvpn.net/vpn-server-resources/troubleshooting-reaching-systems-over-the-vpn-tunnel/ 

https://openvpn.net/vpn-server-resources/troubleshooting-client-vpn-tunnel-connectivity/ 

5.2.3 DNS Resolution 

Companies often run their own DNS server that they use to resolve DNS names to private IP 
addresses, to make accessing systems easier for users. It is for example easier to tell a user to 
start their Remote Desktop client program and to connect to server1 instead of having to tell 
them to connect to 192.168.70.243. To learn what DNS is, see this article. OpenVPN Access 
Server supports pushing an instruction to a connecting OpenVPN client to use a specific DNS 
server. Actually it supports pushing 2 DNS servers, in case the first one fails to respond. This can 
be configured in the Admin UI under VPN Settings. The Access Server also supports sending 
additional instructions for DNS Resolution Zones, which functions like a type of split-DNS 
where only queries for a specific DNS zone are sent to the VPN server, and DNS Default Suffix, 
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which provides a hint to Windows to ‘autocomplete’ a partial hostname to a Fully Qualified 
Domain Name, or FQDN. 

Unfortunately, not every operating system behaves the same in regards to DNS. Some systems 
will try all DNS servers at once, and accept the response from the first to respond. Others will be 
able to do split-DNS, and others will not. This can lead to certain problems. The guide below 
provides a way of checking to see if the DNS query you are doing from your OpenVPN client 
device, is actually making it through the VPN tunnel to the OpenVPN Access Server. And from 
there, of course, to the target DNS server. This information is valuable in determining whether or 
not the problem is at the client end, or at the server end. 

5.2.3.1 Testing DNS resolution from a client system 

We are going to assume that you have a DNS server configured in the Admin UI of the Access 
Server, under VPN Settings. We are assuming you are not using the DNS Resolution Zones or 
the DNS Default Suffix fields. With this setting, all DNS request should be going from the 
OpenVPN client, through the OpenVPN Access Server, and then to the specified DNS server. In 
our example we are pushing the Google Public DNS server 8.8.8.8, and our test results will 
reflect this in the sample outputs as well. 

Install your OpenVPN client program on your chosen client system. In our example we will be 
using a Windows 10 Professional client system with the OpenVPN Connect Client installed, and 
connected to the OpenVPN Access Server. Next open a console session or an SSH session to the 
OpenVPN Access Server, and obtain root privileges. We will be using the tool tcpdump to 
monitor activity on port 53 TCP and UDP, the default port where DNS queries are handled. We 
will be flushing the local DNS resolver cache on the client side, and then resolve a number of 
domains simply by pinging them by name. In our test situation, there are only a handful of 
clients connected, and the activity of DNS queries is very low, so we can monitor it easily. If you 
are testing on a production system and the tcpdump command gives too much output, you can 
append a grep filter by IP address, to filter queries coming only from your specific VPN client’s 
IP address, to make reading and locating the DNS query results easier. 

On the Access Server run these commands: 

apt-get update 
apt-get install tcpdump 

With TCPdump installed, now run it with these parameters: 

tcpdump -eni any port 53 

Or, if you want to filter it by the IP address of your VPN client (adjust as needed): 

tcpdump -eni any port 53 | grep "172.27.10.22" 

With this running in the background, go to your VPN client’s operating system, and open a 
command prompt. On Windows for example you can run the cmd program to open an old style 
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DOS prompt. With that open, use the following commands to wipe the local DNS resolver cache, 
so it won’t pull results from its own local memory, and then do an actual query. 

Wipe local DNS resolver cache on Windows: 

ipconfig /flushdns 

Resolve some domain names: 

ping www.google.com 
ping www.openvpn.net 
ping www.facebook.com 

Each of these should yield results that look somewhat like this: 

Pinging www.google.com [216.58.212.228] with 32 bytes of data: 
Reply from 216.58.212.228: bytes=32 time=4ms TTL=56 
Reply from 216.58.212.228: bytes=32 time=3ms TTL=56 
Reply from 216.58.212.228: bytes=32 time=3ms TTL=56 
Reply from 216.58.212.228: bytes=32 time=3ms TTL=56 
Ping statistics for 216.58.212.228: 
 Packets: Sent = 4, Received = 4, Lost = 0 (0% loss), 
Approximate round trip times in milli-seconds: 
 Minimum = 3ms, Maximum = 4ms, Average = 3ms 

On the OpenVPN Access Server you should be seeing results that look somewhat like this: 

18:03:07.976553 In ethertype IPv4 (0x0800), length 76: 172.27.232.2.49531 > 
8.8.8.8.53: 53268+ A? www.google.com. (32) 
18:03:07.976579 Out 00:0c:29:c7:60:e9 ethertype IPv4 (0x0800), length 76: 
192.168.47.133.49531 > 8.8.8.8.53: 53268+ A? www.google.com. (32) 
18:03:07.981162 In 34:31:c4:8e:b5:67 ethertype IPv4 (0x0800), length 92: 
8.8.8.8.53 > 192.168.47.133.49531: 53268 1/0/0 A 216.58.211.100 (48) 
18:03:07.981181 Out ethertype IPv4 (0x0800), length 92: 8.8.8.8.53 > 
172.27.232.2.49531: 53268 1/0/0 A 216.58.211.100 (48) 

The above result from tcpdump shows that a DNS request was received from the VPN client at 
172.27.232.2, and that it was directed at the DNS server at 8.8.8.8, and the request was to find 
the A record (IP address) for the DNS name www.google.com. The first line shows that this 
request is coming in at the OpenVPN Access Server, from the VPN client. The second line 
shows the request leaving the Access Server through the network interface with MAC 
address 00:0c:29:c7:60:e9. In our test setup, this is the network interface of the Access Server 
that goes to the Internet, which makes sense, because the 8.8.8.8 DNS server is on the Internet. 
The third line shows that a DNS result has been received, and the fourth line shows that this 
result has been relayed back to the VPN client. In this case, DNS resolution is working. 

5.2.3.2 Common errors and causes 

Below are a number of common problems you can see that we try to explain here and where to 
look for a solution. 
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Ping request could not find domain (…). Please check the name and try again 

This can happen when the DNS servers your client system is using is badly configured, cannot 
be reached, or if the DNS server it is using does not know the domain you are trying to resolve. 
For example with local DNS servers in your own network it is entirely possible that they only 
know local computer systems, and have no knowledge of online names like openvpn.net or such. 
Usually in such a case you can configure the DNS server to forward DNS queries to a public 
DNS server that does know the answer to those queries, so that it is able to respond to both 
queries for local names and also public names. A useful step in this situation may be to again run 
tcpdump as described in the testing DNS resolution from a client system section above, and 
checking to see what the output of tcpdump is. 
If you see a result like this: 

18:07:10.082330 In ethertype IPv4 (0x0800), length 94: 172.27.232.2.54519 > 
8.8.8.8.53: 50281+ A? thisdomainreallydoesnotexist.com. (50) 
18:07:10.082356 Out 00:0c:29:c7:60:e9 ethertype IPv4 (0x0800), length 94: 
192.168.47.133.54519 > 8.8.8.8.53: 50281+ A? 
thisdomainreallydoesnotexist.com. (50) 
18:07:10.082507 In ethertype IPv4 (0x0800), length 94: 172.27.232.2.57858 > 
8.8.8.8.53: 65054+ AAAA? thisdomainreallydoesnotexist.com. (50) 
18:07:10.082521 Out 00:0c:29:c7:60:e9 ethertype IPv4 (0x0800), length 94: 
192.168.47.133.57858 > 8.8.8.8.53: 65054+ AAAA? 
thisdomainreallydoesnotexist.com. (50) 
18:07:10.103610 In 34:31:c4:8e:b5:67 ethertype IPv4 (0x0800), length 167: 
8.8.8.8.53 > 192.168.47.133.54519: 50281 NXDomain 0/1/0 (123) 
18:07:10.103641 Out ethertype IPv4 (0x0800), length 167: 8.8.8.8.53 > 
172.27.232.2.54519: 50281 NXDomain 0/1/0 (123) 

Specifically the item NXDomain here is important. It means that this DNS server does not know 
the name we are trying to resolve. Another DNS might still know the name. but this one doesn’t. 
In the example above however we have purposefully selected a name that does not exist (or at 
least it didn’t when we ran the test – it is possible of course someone may register the name in 
the future) to be sure we see the error. If you are encountering this problem you may want to try 
to use the nslookup program on a computer with direct access to the DNS server, and use it to 
query the specific DNS server directly, to confirm that it does know the domain. 

If you see a result like this, repeated a few times: 

18:19:29.935439 Out 00:0c:29:c7:60:e9 ethertype IPv4 (0x0800), length 76: 
192.168.47.133.60180 > 1.2.3.4.53: 16427+ AAAA? www.google.com. (32) 
18:19:29.935479 In ethertype IPv4 (0x0800), length 76: 172.27.232.3.51334 > 
1.2.3.4.53: 37513+ A? www.google.com. (32) 

Then what you may notice here is that you do see a query arriving from the VPN client, pass 
through the Access Server, and go out to the Internet, but there is no reply. Usually this means 
that this DNS server is unreachable, or is not a DNS server at all. In the example I have chosen 
IP address 1.2.3.4 which I know for a fact is not a DNS server. Obviously the query will be 
repeated a few times but will ultimately fail. The obvious solution here is to choose a DNS server 
that works, or, to make sure that there is no firewall standing in the way, blocking the queries 
from the VPN clients to the DNS server. In some cases, when routing is used to give VPN clients 
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access to servers on the private network behind the Access Server, it is a matter of a missing 
route. In such a case that packets from VPN clients make it to the target DNS server just fine, but 
it is not able to respond because it is receiving packets from a subnet it does not know how to 
respond to. That can be solved by implementing static routes for direct VPN client 
communication, or switching to giving access using NAT instead. In other cases we’ve seen, 
especially on Windows Server platforms, the built-in Windows Firewall could be blocking 
queries coming from a subnet outside of the local network. In such a case an adjustment to the 
firewall is necessary to allow the DNS server to receive the query and respond to it. 

5.2.4 Clients cannot access the Internet through Access Server 

This may be caused by the DNS settings. When a problem occurs with redirecting VPN client 
Internet traffic, the most common issue is that domain names are not being resolved to IP 
addresses by a DNS server. To resolve this, you need to push a valid DNS server. If you don’t 
know one, you can use Google’s public DNS server. You can update the VPN Settings in the 
Admin UI to use Google’s servers: 8.8.8.8 and 8.8.4.4. Then save settings and update the server. 

5.2.5 Recovering damaged database configuration files 

SQLite3 is fairly robust, but sometimes things happen like unexpected shutdowns or hardware 
problems with storage, or perhaps an incomplete write due to lack of disk space. Whatever the 
cause, once you encounter a problem with the database files being unreadable, the following 
procedure may help to restore your data, minus perhaps one or two records that are simply 
unrecoverable. 

When you see for example this error: 

exception in AuthDelegateProplist: (DatabaseError) database disk image is 
malformed 

This could indicate that the configuration database files have an issue. 

By default OpenVPN Access Server uses SQLite3 database files.  

5.2.5.1 Check the environment 

You need to make sure that your server is stable, up-to-date, and that the hardware is not 
exhibiting problems with reading and writing data on the hard disk. To describe the full 
procedure to diagnose a server system goes beyond what this documentation website is intended 
for but you should be able to find suitable tools from your server or disk manufacturer, like 
memory testing programs, disk testing programs, hardware diagnostics, and so on, or basic tools 
like badblocks and fsck to figure out if there are any problems with the data storage. Also keep 
in mind that you need adequate free disk space. If your disk is full, problems can occur when 
writing data to the configuration files. 

5.2.5.2 Stop Access Server and make backups 
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A logical step is to stop the Access Server and make backups. 

Use the following commands on the command line interface, while logged on with root 
privileges: 

service openvpnas stop 
cd /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/db/ 
mkdir backup 
cp *.db ./backup 

Now if anything happens during the database recovery steps, you can simply copy back the files 
in the backup subfolder and get things working as they were before you started the recovery 
process. This is a simplistic backup process that needs the Access Server to be stopped. If you 
want to run live backups, see the documentation on our website elsewhere. 

5.2.5.3 Run recovery process 

This process uses SQLite3 to read the contents of the database files, convert it to SQL 
commands, and dumps it straight into a new SQLite3 process to build up a new database. If the 
original database is undamaged this will result in a perfect replica of the original database, to a 
new database file. In the case of a damaged original database file, the SQLite3 program will try 
to read all the usable information it can and put that into a new database file. Anything it just 
cannot read at all will be skipped. With luck your damaged file only has one damaged record and 
you can then work on restoring whatever is broken after you have completed the procedure. For 
example if a single user account has been damaged then after this recovery procedure you can try 
to delete that one user, and add the user again, to restore it to normal functionality. This will have 
to be determined on a case-by-case basis. 
The following commands repair all 4 database files. If you have only a problem with a specific 
file, you may skip the others. It is divided with divider lines to indicate the portions for each 
database file that you can repair. 

Run the following commands while logged on as user with root privileges: 

service openvpnas stop 
cd /usr/local/openvpn_as/ 
./bin/sqlite3 ./etc/db/config.db .dump | ./bin/sqlite3 ./etc/db/config.db.new 
mv ./etc/db/config.db ./etc/db/config.db.old 
mv ./etc/db/config.db.new ./etc/db/config.db 
./bin/sqlite3 ./etc/db/certs.db .dump | ./bin/sqlite3 ./etc/db/certs.db.new 
mv ./etc/db/certs.db ./etc/db/certs.db.old 
mv ./etc/db/certs.db.new ./etc/db/certs.db 
./bin/sqlite3 ./etc/db/userprop.db .dump | ./bin/sqlite3 
./etc/db/userprop.db.new 
mv ./etc/db/userprop.db ./etc/db/userprop.db.old 
mv ./etc/db/userprop.db.new ./etc/db/userprop.db 
./bin/sqlite3 ./etc/db/log.db .dump | ./bin/sqlite3 ./etc/db/log.db.new 
mv ./etc/db/log.db ./etc/db/log.db.old 
mv ./etc/db/log.db.new ./etc/db/log.db 

Now restart the Access Server service: 
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service openvpnas restart 

Now test your Access Server and see if everything is working alright. If you encounter problems, 
you can restore the *.db.old files to their original names to get it back to how it was before you 
ran the above recovery procedure. 

5.2.6 Troubleshooting License Activation 
5.2.6.1 Troubleshoot Access Server license keys (BYOL) 

Before you proceed, if you are encountering problems activating a license key after January 20th 
of 2019, please make sure your Access Server is either updated to at least version 2.6.1, or that 
the licensing server patch has been applied. There are changes that will have been implemented 
after that date requiring you to be either up to date or that you have the patch installed on your 
existing Access Server installation. Please see the following resources: 

• Important change to licensing system after January 20th of 2019 
• Instructions on how to keep your Access Server up-to-date 
• Instructions to patch licensing system on Access Servers older than 2.6.1 

All license keys sold for OpenVPN Access Server using the BYOL licensing system are single-
activation and lock to the hardware and software properties that you installed the license key on. 
One of the more common reasons why a license key suddenly disappears is when the license key 
has simply expired. License keys you purchase from us have an expiration date. After that date, 
the license key will disappear and no longer unlock any additional allowed connections on your 
Access Server. 

If you are using an Amazon AMI with a prelicensed amount of connections skip this section and 
check the Amazon AMI licensing troubleshooting instead. 

Another common reason is that recent maintenance on your server has caused the 
hardware/software combination to change significantly enough for the licensing system to 
believe it is now running on a different server than the one the license key was originally 
activated on. This is our copy-protection system that prevents a license key from being used 
more than once. Even if you are using the OpenVPN Access Server on a virtual platform, 
moving the virtual machine from one hypervisor platform to another can cause the licensing 
system to see this hardware change and invalidate the license key. If you for example replace the 
network interface card on your server or perform a clean reinstall of your server operating 
system this can cause the license key to become invalid. 

One other known cause of problems is if the operating system has run out of all available 
memory. This can happen on systems with very little memory or with a fairly large user base. 
One of the first things to go then is the licensing system. It’s easy to rule this out as a cause; 
reboot the server. If the issue persists then try the next step. 

You can use the command line licensing manager program to view the current state of the 
licensing system. On the command line as the root user you can use the commands below to see 
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which license keys are on your system and which of them are having problems, and why, and 
how many connections your server is currently licensed for. 

View which license key files are present on your server’s file system: 

ls -la /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/licenses/ 

Check the license manager tool to see any problems and how many connections your server is 
licensed for now: 

/usr/local/openvpn_as/scripts/liman info 

A sample output could look like this: 

Manager: exception with license file /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/licenses/ABCD-
1234-EFGH-5678.lic: 
 machine properties validation failed: verify fail: ABCD-1234-EFGH-5678 
 [3:0:8]/mac=110/hd=000/cpu=110/pci=110/ino=110/iid=000 (LIC_VPROP) 
Manager: exception with license file /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/licenses/IJKL-
0912-MNOP-3456.lic: 
 license key ID is expired (LIC_KEY_EXP) 
Manager: exception with license file /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/licenses/QRST-
7890-UVWX-1234.lic: 
 signature verification failed (LIC_VERIFY) 
INFO {'apc': False, 'concurrent_connections': 20} 

As can be seen in the output above the license key ABCD-1234-EFGH-5678 fails the machine 
properties validation. This means that the hardware specifics of the system that this license key 
was activated on are no longer the same as the system it is currently trying to run on. The system 
then considers this license key invalid and skips it. Also visible in the output above is the license 
key IJKL-0912-MNOP-3456 which shows that it is expired. This means that this license key’s 
expiration date has been reached and it is no longer valid for use. If you haven’t renewed this 
key, you can do so on our website, or just buy a new license key. You’ll then get a new license 
key that you can activate on your OpenVPN Access Server and it will then be licensed again. 
The last line in the output above shows that right now this server is registered for 20 
simultaneous connections. 

If your license key is not expired and shows the machine properties validation failed message 
while you believe this key should be valid for this system, and this key isn’t in use on another 
system, contact us on our support ticket system and explain the problem you are seeing and 
mention the license key that you are having a problem with. We can then revoke the current key 
and issue a new replacement key. 

If your license key shows the signature verification failed message, it means that the file itself 
is corrupt somehow. We rarely encounter this since the activation system is normally automatic 
and manages itself, and as such corruption to these files is not going to happen by Access Server 
itself. But if the file system is damaged or if these files are manually transferred from somewhere 
to this server, and something has gone wrong in this process, then it could explain why the file is 
corrupted. If you for example did an offline activation procedure and copied this file onto this 
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server, try obtaining a new copy of the file and trying again. Avoid copying and pasting the 
contents of the file and instead use a tool like SCP or WinSCP. If you received the file as an 
email attachment try obtaining it via another method, for example if you requested us to do an 
offline activation, try logging in to the support ticket system website directly and downloading 
the file there, and even try another browser in case that still fails. 

5.2.6.2 License key activation troubleshooting 

It is reasonably rare but license key activation errors can occur, and this is usually a problem 
with the environment the Access Server is running on. When you activate a license key via the 
Admin UI, or activate a license key via the command line, it is sent to our license activation 
system on the Internet. If that connection is not possible for whatever reason, then activation will 
fail. Also, if the license key has already been used before for activation, then it will also fail. If 
you want to move a license key from one server to another, contact us and request a license key 
reissue. 

Activation occurs online. License keys are activated by communicating with our licensing server 
at licensing.openvpn.net or licserv.openvpn.net on port TCP 443. It is not possible to do 
activation through a proxy server. It must be done directly. If you have a firewall that blocks 
traffic, kindly make an exception for this server and port. The IP is reasonably static, we haven’t 
changed it in years. But it could theoretically change in the future, although we do not expect this 
to happen anytime soon. The IP address is 54.183.149.72. 

If you activate a license key and you see the message Fault 9000: 
“twisted.internet.error.DNSLookupError: DNS lookup failed: address 
‘licensing.openvpn.net’ not found: [Errno -2] Name or service not known.“ then you’re 
definitely dealing with a DNS issue. This can for example be caused by not having DNS servers 
configured, or the ones that are configured, are internal DNS servers that only handle an internal 
DNS zone and don’t have a clue about outside zones on the Internet. It could even be a 
temporary problem with the DNS server. 

If you activate a license key and you see the message SESSION ERROR: SESSION: Your 
session has expired, please reauthenticate (9007) or then one of the most likely explanations is 
that either the DNS settings are still somehow wrong in the operating system that the Access 
Server is installed on, or that Internet access to the licensing server was not possible for some 
reason or another. Now if you know for a fact that your Access Server does not have Internet 
access, and will not get any Internet access either, because that’s how you set things up and 
that’s your intention, then you can skip ahead and look at the offline activation steps since the 
troubleshooting steps below won’t be able to fix your issue. 
If you activate a license key and you see the message <Fault 9000: “OpenSSL.SSL.Error: 
[(‘SSL routines’, ‘ssl3_get_server_certificate’, ‘certificate verify failed’)]"> then for some 
reason the secure connection between your Access Server and our licensing server is failing. A 
possible explanation could be a firewall or proxy system that intercepts the traffic and presents 
its own SSL certificate. This won’t match with the certificate that the Access Server is expecting 
to see and so the verification of the certificate fails. Another possibility is that your server’s time 
and date are off quite badly. The certificate we use on our licensing server is valid within specific 
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dates, and if your server has a date set that is wildly off, then the verification fails. To correct 
such a problem set the date correctly and consider installing an NTP client. The commands 
below assume you are root on a Debian/Ubuntu type server: 

Check the current date setting: 

timedatectl 

If the timezone is wrong, correct it: 

dpkg-reconfigure tzdata 

If the date or time are wrong, correct it: 

date --set="25 DEC 2018 20:10:00" 

If you don’t have a network time protocol client, install one: 

apt-get update 
apt-get install ntp 

Now if your Access Server does have Internet access, and the date and time are correct, and 
you’re sure your key has not already been activated before (you can check this on our website in 
your licensing overview) but you still can’t activate your license key then continue with the 
troubleshooting steps. One of the first things to check is if you can ping a public address like 
google.com from the Access Server’s operating system. So log on to the console or an SSH 
session to the Access Server and obtain root privileges. 

Ping google.com: 

ping -w 1 google.com 

You should be seeing a result like this: 

PING www.google.com (216.58.211.100) 56(84) bytes of data. 
64 bytes from ams15s32-in-f4.1e100.net (216.58.211.100): icmp_seq=1 ttl=56 
time=7.37 ms 
--- www.google.com ping statistics --- 
1 packets transmitted, 1 received, 0% packet loss, time 0ms 
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 7.376/7.376/7.376/0.000 ms 

If you’re not seeing it resolve the address to an IP address, then your DNS server settings need 
work. If you are seeing it resolve but you get 100% packet loss and no ping reply then the issue 
could be related to Internet connectivity. Like for example a bad gateway setting or a firewall 
blocking Internet access. To solve a problem with the DNS servers you could edit 
the /etc/resolv.conf file and put a DNS server address in there manually. But doing that when 
your server is set for a dynamically obtained IP address (DHCP) will mean that it gets reset 
every time your DHCP client program in your operating system retrieves new DNS server 
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information. So if you use DHCP you may want to switch to setting a static IP address on your 
Access Server and then editing the file /etc/resolv.conf to set a proper DNS address. 

If you don’t know a DNS server to use, you can use Google’s public DNS servers like 8.8.8.8 
and 8.8.4.4. To configure this in the resolv.conf file open the file in a text editor and make 
changes to it. 

Edit /etc/resolv.conf in nano text editor: 

nano /etc/resolv.conf 

Find any lines that start with “nameserver" and change them to look like this (if none exist, add 
them): 

nameserver 8.8.8.8 
nameserver 8.8.4.4 

Press ctrl+x, then press y, and then press enter, to save and exit the file. 
The changes should take effect immediately. Test again if you can now ping www.google.com. 
If you now can and previously you couldn’t then it seems your DNS problem is now 
resolved. You can now attempt activation of the license key. If it still not resolved there is one 
final thing you can try. Some providers, especially in a country like China, do DNS poisoning, 
which results in false IP address results for a DNS query, thus blocking the activation process. 
By editing the local hosts file, which is a file with host names and IP addresses that will be 
referenced before asking a DNS server, it is possible to manually specify which IP address to use 
when contacting our licensing server. To do so follow the commands below. 

Edit /etc/hosts in nano text editor: 

nano /etc/hosts 

Go to the bottom of the file and add this line: 

54.183.149.72        licserv.openvpn.net licensing.openvpn.net 

Press ctrl+x, then press y, and then press enter, to save and exit the file. 
You can now attempt activation of the license key again. 

As one of the final steps to try, you should try to activate the license key via the command line: 

/usr/local/openvpn_as/scripts/liman activate "LICE-NSEK-EYIN-HERE" 

If you activate a license key via the command line method, and you see the message unable to 
get local issuer certificate followed by a subject name of the certificate that is different from the 
expected name OpenVPN Licensing CA then you have some sort of a firewall or proxy server 
between your Access Server and our licensing system that is intercepting or blocking the traffic, 
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and may be trying to show an error message relating to this blockade. Try the following 
command to determine if your Access Server can reach the licensing system: 

wget -O- -q --no-check-certificate https://licensing.openvpn.net/ | grep 
"XML_PARSE" 

You should be seeing this expected output: 

<value><string>XML_PARSE: error parsing XML</string></value> 

If you didn’t see this, try this instead: 

wget -O- --no-check-certificate https://licensing.openvpn.net/ 

If you now see HTML code that starts with <HTML> <HEAD> and so on, you are looking at a 
webpage that is not generated by our licensing system, but by some system standing in the way 
between your Access Server and our licensing system, most likely a local firewall system that 
blocks proxies/anonymizers. Since OpenVPN Access Server could be considered to fall in such a 
category, you may need to go into the settings of your local firewall system and lift that 
restriction so Access Server can function normally. If you receive some error message, for some 
other unknown reason, the licensing system is not reachable from your Access Server. 

Cisco’s Umbrella solution has the categories Proxy/Anonymizer and Software/Technology that 
the entire openvpn.net domains falls under. If you have that solution set to block those 
categories, then please unblock them or manually add the hosts entries to your hosts file to 
bypass the restriction, since this is most commonly only a DNS-based poisoning/redirection and 
not a DPI-based blockade. 

If you have not been able to activate your license key with the steps above, consider doing an 
offline activation. The offline activation procedure is explained below. You can also contact us 
and explain your situation by contacting us on our support ticket system. 

5.2.6.3 Offline BYOL license activation procedure 

In the event that an online activation is impossible, either due to very strict firewalls that you 
have no control over, or because of the fact that the Access Server installation is located in a 
purely local network without any Internet access, then an offline activation may be done instead. 
There are two possibilities. You can either do the offline activation yourself using a second 
(temporary) Access Server installation that does have a connection to the Internet, or you can 
relay the required hardware information file to us through our support ticket system, together 
with the license key you want to activate, and let us do the offline activation for you. After the 
offline activation procedure you will end up with an activated xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxx.lic file 
which must be placed back on your server for the license key activation procedure to be 
completed. 

Option 1: using a (temporary) Access Server installation with normal Internet access 
The activation process reads a number of unique machine facts from the system that your Access 
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Server is installed on, and uses it together with your license key to activate and lock the license 
key to your system. It unlocks the amount of connections that your license key is good for, and 
locks it to the system you activated the license key on. With an offline activation procedure, we 
take the machine facts from one offline (no Internet access) Access Server, export it to a text file, 
and copy that text file to another online (with Internet access) Access Server, and then use that 
Access Server to do to the activation process. The resulting license file can then be copied back 
to the original machine and will work there. The procedure below describes how to do this: 

• Log on to the Access Server that you wish to activate, let’s call this the production 
server. We’ll need the hardware specifics from this server. 

• Run this command on the production server as root user: 

/usr/local/openvpn_as/scripts/liman id-marker >licinfo.txt 

• licinfo.txt is a text file that now contains the hardware specifics for that production server 
that needs to be activated. 

• Copy this file to an Access Server that has access to our licensing server, let’s call this 
the activation server. 
Please make sure you do not copy/paste the contents of the file, but use a tool like SCP or 
WinSCP to actually transfer the file itself. 

• Run this command on the activation server as root user: 

/usr/local/openvpn_as/scripts/liman -i licinfo.txt Activate "LICE-NSEK-
EYIN-HERE" 

• Go to the /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/licenses/ folder and copy the file LICE-NSEK-
EYIN-HERE.lic file from the activation server to the production server. 
Again, please make sure you do not copy/paste the contents of the file, but use a tool like 
SCP or WinSCP to actually transfer the file itself. 

• The production server should now see the activated key and update the concurrent 
connection count. 
In rare cases you may need to use service openvpnas restart to restart the Access Server 
service to read the new license key. 

Option 2: request us to do the offline activation for you with your licinfo.txt file 
If you do not have the opportunity to set up a second Access Server purely for the activation 
steps, then you may also contact us on our support ticket system and explain that you need an 
offline activation. Please be sure that you provide us with the file licinfo.txt as an attachment to 
the support ticket, along with the license key that you wish to activate on your server. We can 
then take care of your request. You will need to follow the steps below to obtain the licinfo.txt 
file that we will need: 

• Log on to the Access Server that you wish to activate, let’s call this the production 
server. We’ll need the hardware specifics from this server. 

• Run this command on the production server as root user: 

/usr/local/openvpn_as/scripts/liman id-marker >licinfo.txt 
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• licinfo.txt is a text file that now contains the hardware specifics for that production server 
that needs to be activated. 

• Copy this file to your computer that you are using to submit a support ticket request, and 
attach the file to the ticket. 
Please make sure you do not copy/paste the contents of the file, but use a tool like SCP or 
WinSCP to actually transfer the file itself. 

5.2.6.4 Licensing problems with Amazon AWS tiered instances 

If you encounter the problem where an OpenVPN Access Server with x amount of connected 
devices using the Amazon AWS tiered instance licensing model is showing you that your server 
is only licensed for 2 connections, while you launched an instance for “xx connected devices", 
then the most likely explanation here is that you are using a security group on this instance that is 
blocking access to the licensing servers. If that happens the OpenVPN Access Server cannot 
check to see if you are licensed and will fall back to its automatic built-in demonstration mode 
which allows all functionality without time limit, but allows only 2 simultaneous VPN 
connections. 

Please note that this is not the same licensing system as the BYOL licensing model that uses 
separate license keys for activation. For that we have a separate troubleshooting section for 
BYOL licensing above on this page. If you have launched an Amazon AMI that has in its title 
“xx connected devices" then you are indeed using the Amazon AWS tiered instance licensing 
model and you should investigate why your system is not getting access to the licensing systems. 
These are the addresses that the licensing system will need contact to for the tiered instances to 
verify the licensed state and unlock the amount of connections stated on the OpenVPN Access 
Server AWS tiered instance type: 

IP address 169.254.169.254, port 80: 
http://169.254.169.254/latest/meta-data/ 

These DNS names with wide dynamic IP ranges, on port TCP 443: 
awspc1.openvpn.net 
awspc2.openvpn.net 

And these DNS names with static IP addresses, on port TCP 443: 
awspc3.openvpn.net, IP address: 107.191.99.82 
awspc4.openvpn.net, IP address: 107.161.19.201 

Important note: awspc3.openvpn.net and awspc4.openvpn.net are only supported as of 
Access Server 2.5. Previous versions only use awspc1 and awspc2. 

If you are strict on your security permissions, then you need to release access to the meta data 
system mentioned above, and at least one of the two static IP addresses of awspc3 or awspc4 
mentioned above. The licensing system in the Access Server is designed to try a specific 
licensing server first, and if that fails, move on to the next, and so on, until all 4 addresses have 
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been tried. As a result, if you only unblock for example awspc4 then it may be a minute or two 
before it picks up the license after the server has just started up, so please be patient. 

For those curious, awspc3 will be tried first, then 2, then 4, then 1. 

If you have unblocked these addresses, and are still experiencing problems, we recommend first 
temporarily unblocking everything on this particular system. To put it simply; to disable 
anything that can possibly block any type of connections. Be sure to check both iptables firewalls 
and security groups in Amazon, both of these can block traffic. The first thing to ensure is that 
neither of these are possibly blocking the traffic. And of course do a reboot of the system to be 
sure any transient issues are taken care of. Once this has been done, and there are still issues, 
then contact us please with any details you can provide so we can investigate the problem. 

DNS can be a problem if you block it. But you can either resolve that by manually entering the 
names awspc3.openvpn.net and awspc4.openvpn.net with the IP address information shown 
above into the local hosts file, so resolution of those names can occur locally, or to allow DNS 
requests to go out normally to your DNS server. 

If it is absolutely required by company policy that no external contact of any kind to the 
addresses mentioned above must be possible for your AWS instance, then the tiered instances are 
not suitable as they do need access to at least the meta data server and a licensing server. The 
BYOL licensing type may be suitable instead in this case if an offline activation is performed 
and no auto-scaling or instance type alterations are used that alter the virtual hardware and 
possibly break the locked license of the BYOL license model. 
To further investigate the problems with the AWS tiered instances licensing system it can help to 
activate a special debug flag in as.conf and restarting the Access Server service. 
The /var/log/openvpnas.log file will then log information specific to the AWS licensing system, 
and any errors mentioned in there may aid in understanding and fixing what is wrong. Providing 
such information when you are contacting us for support would be of tremendous help to us in 
resolving the problem quickly. To enable debugging follow the steps below. 

Open as.conf in nano text editor: 

nano /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/as.conf 

Go to the bottom of the file and add this line: 

DEBUG_AWSINFO=1 

Now restart the Access Server service so that the changes can take effect: 

service openvpnas restart 

After reboot run this command to filter for the words “AWS INFO" in the log file: 

cat /var/log/openvpnas.log | grep -i "AWS INFO" 
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If you see lines like these in /var/log/openvpnas.log, the meta data server was unreachable: 

2017-10-04 19:32:30+0200 [Uninitialized] AWS INFO: error getting instance 
info 'doc': : An error occurred while connecting: 113: No route to host. 
(twisted.internet.error.ConnectError) 
2017-10-04 19:32:30+0200 [Uninitialized] AWS INFO: error getting instance 
info 'sig': : An error occurred while connecting: 113: No route to host. 
(twisted.internet.error.ConnectError) 
2017-10-04 19:32:30+0200 [Uninitialized] AWS INFO: error getting instance 
info 'pc': : An error occurred while connecting: 113: No route to host. 
(twisted.internet.error.ConnectError) 
2017-10-04 19:32:30+0200 [Uninitialized] AWS not detected 
2017-10-04 19:32:33+0200 [-] AWS INFO: error getting instance ID: 'NoneType' 
object has no attribute '__getitem__': aws/info:271 (exceptions.TypeError) 
2017-10-04 19:32:33+0200 [-] AWS INFO: error getting instance ID: 'NoneType' 
object has no attribute '__getitem__': aws/info:271 (exceptions.TypeError) 

You should be seeing a fair amount of debug information. You can attempt to make sense of this 
yourself or send it to us on the support ticket system so we can analyze it for you. 

5.2.6.4.1 Known errors and possible solutions with Amazon AWS tiered instance licensing 

This problem occurs when DNS resolution fails, so check your DNS setup or use a hosts file: 

2018-08-28 16:33:39+0000 [twisted.names.dns.DNSDatagramProtocol (UDP)] 
AWS INFO: error in product code validation, will retry in 30 seconds: 
<twisted.names.dns. Message instance at 0x7fed9370e950>: 
aws/info:202 (twisted.names.error.DNSServer Error) 

5.3 Backups & Recovery 
5.3.1 AWS Backup 

AWS Backup automates backup and recovery jobs for Amazon EC2 instances without the need 
for custom scripts or third-party solutions, saving time and simplifying the backup process. 
Customers that use EC2 instances will now be able to perform their data protection requirements 
at the EC2 level, backing up both the Amazon Machine Instance (AMI) and the attached 
Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS) volumes. You can now select an EC2 instance from the AWS 
Backup console, take an on-demand backup, or assign EC2 instances to a backup plan.   

Additionally, AWS Backup will enable customers to restore an EC2 instance with the same 
configuration as the original, greatly simplifying the recovery process. You can restore from the 
AWS Backup console, SDK, or CLI, all at the EC2 instance level.   

For more guidance on how to back up and recover EC2 instances, please see the AWS Backup 
documentation, here.  

AWS Backup offers a centralized, fully-managed, policy-based service to back up data across 
AWS services. With AWS Backup, you can centrally configure backup policies and monitor 
backup activity for AWS resources, including Amazon EBS volumes, Amazon Relational 
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Database Service (RDS) databases, Amazon DynamoDB tables, Amazon Elastic File 
System(EFS), Amazon EC2 instances and AWS Storage Gateway volumes.   

For more information on where AWS Backup is available, see the AWS region table. To learn 
more about AWS Backup, please see our product page and documentation.  

5.3.2 Access Server Configuration Backup 

The Access Server uses 4 databases in versions older than 2.6.1, before clustering feature was 
introduced and 8 databases in releases after. There is also a text file to store connectivity details 
to databases. It is possible to modify these configurations via the admin web UI interface, sacli 
command line tool, confdba command line tool, and sqlite/mysql command line utilities. 
Changing settings should normally always be done either in the admin web UI or via the sacli 
command line tool. The confdba and sqlite/mysql programs should only be used in the event the 
Access Server has a program starting up and the admin web UI and sacli command line tools are 
unavailable. 

All of the configuration of the OpenVPN Access Server is by default stored in these files, in a 
standard single server implementation. Note that it is possible to change the authentication 
backend to a database server like MariaDB or MySQL, and that if you have done this, then 
things are different for you, of course. 

• /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/db/config.db 
• /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/db/certs.db 
• /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/db/userprop.db 
• /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/db/log.db 
• /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/as.conf 

These were added since Access Server 2.6.1: 

• /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/db/config_local.db 
• /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/db/cluster.db 
• /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/db/clusterdb.db 
• /usr/local/oepnvpn_as/etc/db/notification.db 

The as.conf file is a simple text file that is the same on all OpenVPN Access Server installations 
unless you have altered something here, like for example if you disabled client certificate 
authentication. The .db files are of the SQLite3 database type. It is possible to switch to another 
database backend if this is required for whatever reason. A database backend like for example 
MySQL or MariaDB is suitable for this purpose. By default though the SQLite3 database type is 
what Access Server uses to store all of its configuration settings, certificates, user specific 
properties, and a log database that contains entries about who logged in when, how long they 
were connected, and how much bandwidth they used. The log database can be queried with a 
separate logdba tool designed for pulling this information out of the database file. 
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If you are using local authentication mode, the user password are also stored in these 
configuration files. If you use PAM authentication mode, the user specific properties like auto-
login privilege and static IP address and such are stored in the configuration files, but the 
password for the user is stored in the operating system. That is something that is not part of the 
OpenVPN Access Server configuration, but lies outside of it. Worst case what happens if you 
backup and restore this configuration to a new installation of Access Server on another server is 
that you need to set passwords for these users again if you use PAM authentication. If you use 
LDAP or RADIUS, then the passwords are stored in there and will remain the same. 

We recommend that you set up an automatic backup system that saves the entire configuration of 
your Access Server regularly, preferably via an automated task. If you follow the steps laid out 
here you’ll end up with SQLite3 DB dump files that you can use to restore your server. If you are 
using another database backend then please see that database backend documentation for 
instructions on how to make backups on that database backend. The default is that all 
configuration is stored in SQLite3 database files. 

If at any point the configuration becomes lost, then all the currently installed OpenVPN clients 
are unable to connect to the server. Even reinstalling the server with the same user names and 
passwords will then simply not have any effect. Every installation of OpenVPN Access Server 
comes with a unique private key and public key, which are used internally in the certificate 
management system built into the Access Server to generate unique client certificates. The 
certificates for one installation of OpenVPN Access Server are not compatible with that of 
another installation. So in the event of a server crash, if you have a backup of all of the 
configuration files, you can restore this and get your clients connected again without requiring 
them all to reinstall their clients or connection profiles. 

It is possible to stop the OpenVPN Access Server service and then copy the 5 files to a safe 
location, and to then start the OpenVPN Access Server service again. But that adds an 
interruption you may not want. Therefore instead we recommend you use the steps described 
below, which let the service stay online while you make a backup. 
With the commands below you can make a backup of all these files while the OpenVPN Access 
Server is live. That means you do not need to stop the Access Server service to make a backup 
file; it can continue running while a backup is made. This way you can easily create an 
automated task, like a cron job, to handle the backup task unattended. It goes without saying of 
course that if anyone gets a hold of these backup files, the security of your VPN system is 
compromised; it contains all the settings and certificates. So please do pay attention to where you 
store these backups and how you store them. 

For backing up Access Server: 

apt -y install sqlite3 
yum -y install sqlite3 
cd /usr/local/openvpn_as/etc/db 
[ -e config.db ]&&sqlite3 config.db .dump>../../config.db.bak 
[ -e certs.db ]&&sqlite3 certs.db .dump>../../certs.db.bak 
[ -e userprop.db ]&&sqlite3 userprop.db .dump>../../userprop.db.bak 
[ -e log.db ]&&sqlite3 log.db .dump>../../log.db.bak 
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[ -e config_local.db ]&&sqlite3 config_local.db 
.dump>../../config_local.db.bak 
[ -e cluster.db ]&&sqlite3 cluster.db .dump>../../cluster.db.bak 
[ -e clusterdb.db ]&&sqlite3 clusterdb.db .dump>../../clusterdb.db.bak 
[ -e notification.db ]&&sqlite3 notification.db 
.dump>../../notification.db.bak  
cp ../as.conf ../../as.conf.bak 

The resulting backup files ending in .bak can be found in the /usr/local/openvpn_as/ directory 
now and contain everything unique about this OpenVPN Access Server installation. It’s worth 
noting that with PAM authentication system the passwords are stored in the operating system and 
these are not backed up with these commands, while with local authentication mode they are 
stored in these backup files. And with LDAP and RADIUS the password are stored in those 
systems and thus are not involved. 

5.3.3 Recovering Access Server configuration from backup 

While making a backup can be done live, restoring a backup must never be done live. This can 
lead to a damaged configuration, after which you’ll have to restore the backup again to fix that. 
So let’s assume for the moment that you have just suffered an unfortunate problem with your 
server and you had to reinstall on the same or different hardware, or on a new setup entirely, and 
you now wish to restore the configuration backups you have so wisely created and have 
available. If you have backups created using the SQlite3 .dump command as is demonstrated in 
the backing up the OpenVPN Access Server configuration section, then you can use the 
following commands to restore a configuration to a freshly installed OpenVPN Access Server 
installation. Please note that if you follow these steps, the current configuration of the OpenVPN 
Access Server will be wiped out completely and will be replaced with the contents of the backup 
files instead. There is no way to “combine" a backup from one server with another production 
server. We are assuming in the commands below that the backup files are in 
the /usr/local/openvpn_as/ directory, but you can adjust the commands as necessary of course. 

Use the commands below to wipe current configuration and restore the backup files you provide: 

service openvpnas stop 
apt -y install sqlite3 
yum -y install sqlite3 
cd /usr/local/openvpn_as/ 
rm ./etc/db/config.db ./etc/db/certs.db ./etc/db/userprop.db ./etc/db/log.db 
rm ./etc/db/config_local.db ./etc/db/cluster.db ./etc/db/clusterdb.db 
rm ./etc/db/notification.db ./etc/as.conf 
[ -e config.db.bak ]&&sqlite3 <./config.db.bak ./etc/db/config.db 
[ -e certs.db.bak ]&&sqlite3 <./certs.db.bak ./etc/db/certs.db 
[ -e userprop.db.bak ]&&sqlite3 <./userprop.db.bak ./etc/db/userprop.db 
[ -e log.db.bak ]&&sqlite3 <./log.db.bak ./etc/db/log.db 
[ -e config_local.db.bak ]&&sqlite3 <./config_local.db.bak 
./etc/db/config_local.db 
[ -e cluster.db.bak ]&&sqlite3 <./cluster.db.bak ./etc/db/cluster.db 
[ -e clusterdb.db.bak ]&&sqlite3 <./clusterdb.db.bak ./etc/db/clusterdb.db 
[ -e notification.db.bak ]&&sqlite3 <./notification.db.bak 
./etc/db/notification.db 
[ -e as.conf.bak ]&&cp ./as.conf.bak ./etc/as.conf 
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service openvpnas start 

This restores the configuration backup. There are a few caveats to note here: 

If you restore a configuration backup to another server, it's possible that you had your system 
configured a specific way that doesn't work on the new server installation anymore. Perhaps the 
IP address was different on your old server, and perhaps you had chosen to set the Access Server 
to only listen to a very specific IP address. If that address is then not present on your new 
installation, the web interface won't respond because it's set to listen to an address or interface 
that doesn't exist. To resolve this check the section on how to reset the interface and port for the 
web services to listen on to default settings. Once you have access to the Admin UI again you 
can reconfigure it to whatever settings you wish. Alternatively, you can use the command line 
tools to configure the web server settings manually. 

And finally, there is on more thing to check. The configuration database also contains the setting 
on how many TCP daemons and UDP daemons to launch. If this is set higher than the number of 
available CPU cores, the Access Server program may become unstable. So if you have restored 
this configuration on a different server, and the amount of CPU cores is different from the server 
the configuration backup came from, you should adjust this as described on the Server Network 
Settings page in the Admin UI, or use our reset commands for the OpenVPN daemons here. 

5.3.4 Backing up and recovering SSL certificates 

It has happened on occasion that people have installed an SSL web certificate on their Access 
Server, and that they needed to pull these files back out of the Access Server. For example, in the 
case of a wildcard certificate and you want to use that same SSL certificate for another server. Or 
just to make a backup in case the original files are lost, or when you want to transfer the SSL 
certificate to a new installation. Because Access Server stores the files in the configuration 
database, which is in SQLite3 format, it may be a little difficult to retrieve the original files. With 
the guide here, however, it is possible to pull the data out of the configuration database and store 
it in separate files again. Please note that this guide is only of any use to people that have already 
installed a commercial SSL certificate with private key and intermediary (CA) bundle files, and 
wish to recover these from the Access Server. 

We’re assuming you’re on a Windows system. If you’re on another system the connection 
program and steps may be different but the commands to extract the data are the same on the 
server. 

5.3.4.1 Backing up an already installed SSL certificate via CLI 

In order to do so, you will need SSH access to your Access Server. To begin, you will need to 
launch a SSH client such as PuTTY to connect to your server using SSH. You will need root 
privileges to be able to do these tasks. If you are not able to log in as root directly but have to log 
in as another unprivileged user account, and then sudo su to get root privileges, then that’s fine 
too. 
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Start PuTTY and connect to the IP address of your server on port 22, SSH, and click ‘Open’. 

 

Enter the server’s username and password. It must have root access. This is not the VPN client 
username! 
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Execute command: cd /usr/local/openvpn_as/scripts/ 

 

5.3.4.2 Intermediary (CA) bundle file: 

Execute command: ./confdba -gk cs.ca_bundle 

 

Scroll up, (if necessary), start selecting from BEGIN CERTIFICATE, and stop when you hit the 
last END CERTIFICATE. 
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The CA bundle is now copied to the clipboard. Open up a text editor, paste the contents into the 
editor, and then save the file as ca.pem. 

5.3.4.3 Private Key file: 

Execute command: ./confdba -gk cs.priv_key 

 

Scroll up, (if necessary), start selecting from BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY, and stop when you 
hit END RSA PRIVATE KEY. 
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The Private Key is now copied to the clipboard. Open up a text editor, paste the contents into the 
editor, and then save the file as server.key. 

5.3.4.4 Server certificate file: 

Execute command: ./confdba -gk cs.cert 

 

Scroll up, (if necessary), start selecting from BEGIN CERTIFICATE, and stop when you hit 
END CERTIFICATE. 
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The Server Certificate is now copied to the clipboard. Open up a text editor, paste the contents 
into the editor, and then save the file as server.crt. 
You now have a backup of the files as they were submitted to the Access Server originally when 
the certificates were installed. 

5.3.4.5 To install these files back onto an Access Server 

You can follow the procedure via the Admin UI: How to install an SSL certificate in Access 
Server via the Admin UI 
Or you can install via the command line interface: How to install an SSL certificate in Access 
Server via the command line interface 

6 Support 
Access Server and client programs that are developed and supported by the OpenVPN Inc. 
company with 24/7 support available via the online support ticket system. 

6.1 Getting support for the OpenVPN Access Server 
The commercial OpenVPN Access Server product has a dedicated support ticket system with 
professionals standing by 24/7 across the world to answer any questions you may have. To reach 
our support ticket system you need an account on our main website openvpn.net. Making an 
account on our main website is free and gives you the option to purchase license keys online on 
our website, and to contact our support ticket system. Technically we only provide support for 
paying customers of our OpenVPN Access Server product, but generally don’t mind answering 
questions for people trying out our product and needing some help to get it configured. And if 
you have any comments or suggestions regarding our website you’re welcome to contact us here 
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as well. The open source version of OpenVPN is something we do not support here though. See 
the getting support for the open source OpenVPN project section for more information. 

The recommended and guaranteed method of getting support for OpenVPN Access Server is to 
follow these steps: 

1. Go to our website to register for a free account. 
2. Validate your email address and then sign in to our website. 
3. Once signed in click ‘support’ link at the top of the page and open and submit a support 

ticket. 

Once you have visited the support ticket system at least once with your registered account, the 
support ticket system will also accept emails you send to support@openvpn.net directly. 
Response times vary a bit depending on how busy things are and whether it’s in the weekend or a 
holiday, or just an ordinary work day, but usually you will have a response within a few hours or 
sooner. 

Additionally, there is a forum specifically for users of OpenVPN Access Server that contains a 
lot of useful information and lets you submit questions and receive answers there as well. The 
forum however is part of the open source community sites and while visited by OpenVPN Inc. 
personnel it is not as good as contacting us directly via the support ticket system. To visit the 
forum and read messages there you do not need an account. But if you want to participate you 
need a community account. This is a separate account from the main openvpn.net website. 

To use and participate in the forum discussions follow these steps: 

1. Go to the community website and register for a free account. 
2. Sign in to the forum website 
3. Visit the OpenVPN Access Server forum 

There is also an IRC channel on the Freenode network called #openvpn-as where power users 
lounge and can sometimes answer questions and help you out. This can sometimes be useful if 
you need a bit more guidance. Some official OpenVPN Inc. personnel members are also in this 
channel but are often idling and won’t respond immediately if a question is asked. Again this 
option is not as good as contacting us directly via the support ticket system. 
To join the IRC channel use the web chat client below and follow these steps: 

• Freenode IRC web chat client 
• Enter your name and validate the captcha and connect 
• Ask your question in the channel and wait 

6.2 OpenVPN Connect Client for Windows and macOS 
These clients are part of the OpenVPN Access Server product, and as such, support for it is 
available there as well. See the section getting support for the OpenVPN Access Server. 
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6.3 OpenVPN Connect for iOS and Android 
The client available on the Apple App Store titled OpenVPN Connect, and the client available on 
the Google Play Store titled OpenVPN Connect, are the official OpenVPN clients developed and 
supported by the OpenVPN Inc. company. There are other clients available, and other related 
OpenVPN programs, but those other clients are not supported by the OpenVPN Inc. company. 

The way to get support for OpenVPN Connect for iOS and Android is to follow these steps: 

1. Go to our website to register for a free account. 
2. Validate your email address and then sign in to our website. 
3. Once signed in click ‘support’ link at the top of the page and open and submit a support 

ticket. 

Once you have visited the support ticket system at least once with your registered account, the 
support ticket system will also accept emails you send to ios@openvpn.net or 
android@openvpn.net directly. Response times vary a bit depending on how busy things are and 
whether it’s in the weekend or a holiday, or just an ordinary work day, but usually you will have 
a response within a few hours or sooner. 

7 Access Server Resources 
• Access Server can be installed on Amazon Linux2 following instructions at our website 

https://openvpn.net/vpn-software-packages/ 
• Access Server Administration manual, demonstration videos, and other resources can be 

found at https://openvpn.net/resource-center/ 


